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i GSC revises housing tenure
N r;~s":~v::·~tF~·~: · By Michael J. Garrison

~:~;/~?{~ ~. ~ ,~ ~;~ ~ ~.~,~ .d~e~'~.~'~,~ ~ ~,~,~ The Graduate Student Council
'~fl~;~ i~~~ "'m S. s,'' released a proposal last week

.'.!;;'g~ ~'~~calling for the establishment of
" 400 spaces in the housing sys-
tem exclusively for entering grad-

' " uate students on a one-year lease
basis."

:~? ' ~ j......": In "An Open Letter To The In-
stitute;" the GSC listed five con-
cerns Which shaped the proposal:

9 That current dormitory resi-
'X dents will not be affected.

* That new graduate students
will receive preferential assign-
ment.

* That the lack of continuity
will not harm "the strong social
community within residences."

That no students are unfair-
ly attracted to. MIT with "the
promise ofhousing which is de-
nied "after the first year."

* That new graduate students
-be helped through the transition
from undergraduate study.

The proposal "is an emergency
measure to help new students,
and we want to get it going fast,"
GSC Vice President Carey M.
Rappaport explained. The pro-
gram will take two to three years

Arrested tdet repayeu
By Andrew L. Fish G, opted for a jury trial. Kolod-

Private donations have reim- ney was aquitted, but Contreras
bursed the court costs of six was convicted and is .currently
members of the MIT Coalition planning an appeal. Neither has
Against Apartheid arrested incurred any costs during their
March 14 at the- shantytown on proceedings.
Kresge Oval. Professors Willard The fund's remaining money,
Johnson and Crietcheti. Kaiongi apptoximately $50;:, will e ap-
'80 created the fund after MIT- plied to any charges Contreras
refused to absorb the $87 in incurs, Johnson said. Any money
charges assesed each individual. still remaining will be donated to

Kevin T. Christopher '88, Ste- the the International Defense and
phen P. Fernandez '86, Jonathon Aid Fund, which "supports
A. Garen '88, Seth D. Goldstein South African victims of aparth-
'8'6, Michael Levine '87, and eid," Johnson said.
Alex B. Rosen '88 were among
the eight arrested for interfering Students react to reimbursement
with the removal of the shanty-
town constructed to protest "I appreciate the work that
MIT's holdings in companies.do- Willard Johnson did," Fernandez
ing business with South Africa. said, "but I'm still upset that
All six had admitted to sufficient Paul Gray never made any for-
facts for the court to impose mal apology."
court costs of $72 and a victim "I thought it was really weird,"
witness fee of $15. Levine said. He said he didn't

Two others, Arnold Contreras know the -origin of the money.
'87 and Lawrence K. Kolodney The students were sent checks

from MIT with no explanation.
Johnson said he had been con-

centrating on informing the ap-
proximately 30 donors about the
dispersal of funds. Johnson had
assumed -that the students were
aware of-the, project,. he said. '

Survey' reve
By Michael- Gojer-

.First in a series.
Undergraduates at MIT per-

ceive a significant discrepancy be-
tween their reasons for taking
classes in the humanities, arts,
and social sciences and' MIT's
reasons for offering them, ac-
cording to MIT's Student Pug-
wash 1984 survey.

Forty-six percent of students
polled - including 52 percent of
upperclassmen - said the intrin-
sic value of HASS courses was
their most important reason for
taking them.

Ironically, a plurality of under-

Forum discusses R/O week changes
By Sarita Gandhi R/O, - discussed the 'changes' -faced with increased pressure this

Students expressed their griev-
ances about the Residence/Orien-
tation experience-at a Undergrad-
uate Association forum on Aug.
25. The forum - the first of sev-
eral forums addressing freshmen

Feature
By Kenyon D. Potter

Research teams from MIT and
the California Institute of Tech-
nology have combined efforts on
the largest joint venture in their
histories, according to Kenneth
A. Smith '58, vice president for
research at MIT.

Formally established in 1983,
this cooperative project will con-
struct the Light Interferometer
Gravitational Wave Observatory
(LIGO), said Rainer. Weiss '55,
head of the MIT'team. The ob-
servatory will detect and examine
gravitational waves as an optical
telescope observes electromagnet-
ic radiation, he said.

Advancing the frontiers of
physics, the project is now inter-
national in scope. The Max

made to the opening events of R/
0 week this year.-

The first topic discussed was
starting rush events three hours
earlier. Although there was some
sentiment that freshmen were

Planck Institute in West Ger-
many will be involved, as will
Glascow University, the Space
and Astronautical Institute of
Tokyo, and a research group at
Orsay, France, Weiss said.

The MIT team also includes
Peter R. Saulson, Paul S. Linsay,
Andrew D. Jeffries and Michael
Burka. Ron Drever leads the Cal-
tech group. These-teams, current-
ly operating on a annual budget
of several million dollars from
the National Science Foundation,
have requestedan additional $50
million from the foundation to
build LIGO, known also as a
gravity wave detector.

Einstein's theory of relativity
predicts that accelerating masses
should produce gravity waves
(distortions in the space-time
.continuum) just. as accelerating

'(Please turn to page 14)

year to decide upon a living
group, most felt the change was
fine.

More attention was focused on
the behavoir of the living groups
during the first few minutes of
rush on Kresge Oval. Freshmen
mentioned that they did not hear
the speech which announced the
exact moment when rush was to
begin. One complained of literal-
ly being picked up and carried
away.

Aimee M. Smrz '88 was con-
cerned by the number of fresh-
men who did not know what was
going to happen as they exited
Kresge Auditorium. Many fresh-
men were confused as to what
they were supposed to do, she
commented.

Women were especially at
odds, felt another student. There
were many more all-male groups
than all-female, she noted. "That
means when you are a female
standing on Kresge Oval watch-
ing most the men being swept up
by various upperclassmen, you
feel just a little bit left out," she
said.

Undergraduate Association
President Bryan R. Moser '87

(Please turn to page 2)

to implement, he said, since
spaces must become open
through vacancies. "It will be
phased in gradually; no space
will be taken away from any-
body."

This means the program "has
to be done immediately if it is to
be useful," Rappaport added.
"[Senior Vice President William -
R. Dickson '56] said new gradu-
ate housing would be built in
21/2-3 years."

Dickson spoke before a GSC
meeting Sept. 17 ["List of dorm
sites narrows," Sept. 23] and re-
ported on MIT's drive to build
more graduate housing.

The plan as "a voice for stu-
dents who aren't here now," Rap-
paport said. "It helps the people
who need housing the most," he
noted. "It's real tough for new
students, especially international
students."

Similar proposals have been
submitted in the past. The GSC
did not endorse a one-year lease
proposal made last year. "There
were probably several ununified
voices speaking on this," Rappa-
port commented. "That's one of
the reasons why. . . we put this
together."

The GSC's Administrative
Housing Group reported in 1982
on several alternatives to the pre-
sent graduate housing system, in-
cluding limiting the length of
graduate leases. The group re-
jected all of the models it studied
because of expense and incon-
vienience, according to the GSC's

letter.
The proposal is "a little bit in-

convenient," Rappaport ad-
mitted. The one-year leases have
to be taken in September, and the
student can not break the lease
over the year.

"It is quite possible" the pro-
posal will be accepted soon, Rap-
paport said. "Violent student op-
position" might halt its
implementation, but that seems
unlikely since the plan "doesn't
hurt current students," Rappa-
port said.

The plan has received a lot of
favorable responses, Rappaport
said. "Dickson . . . was not op-
posed to the idea," and the
Housing Office was "eager" to
implement the proposal.

Dean for Student Affairs Shir-
ley M. McBay also supported the
idea, he said, but stressed that it
should not be seen "as an alter-
native to building new dorms."
Rappaport also sent a copy to O.
Robert Simha '57, director of the
MIT Planning Office.

The Housing Office would be
responsible for implementation
of the plan, Rappaport said.
"Each house could decide ...
however it sees fit" which rooms
would be included, he added.

The proposal details a system
of two lotteries, one f6r the one-
year rooms and another for the
tenured (unlimited stay) rooms.
Rappaport suggested, however,
that the Housing Office might
move to a single-lottery system if
it were to prove easier.

ails views on education
graduates believed that MIT
cared least about the intrinsic val-

sue of humanities classes.
The survey showed that, in in-

creasing percentages by class,
students believed MIT's most im-
portant goal in structuring the
HASS requirements was to foster
communication and management
skills, and in decreasing percent-
ages by class felt MIT's most im-
portant goal was to examine the
social 'impact and relevance of
science and technology.

While students were satisfied
with the number of humanities
courses they were taking, over
two-thirds of upperclass students
polled said that, if not for the re-
quirements, they would take a
different combination of HASS
courses.
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Is MIT's curriculum
flexible enough?

The majority of upperclass re-
spondents - 60 percent - felt
that their department's require-
ments were flexible enough to de-
sign a major that suited their aca-
demic interests.

Undergraduates in the School
of Humanities and Social Sci-
ences were the most satisfied, as
90 percent felt they had sufficient
academic freedom. Almost three-
fourths of the undergraduates en-
rolled in the School of Science
also approved of their depart-
ment's flexibility.

On the other hand, the Schools
of Engineering and Management
received somewhat lower flexibil-

(Please turn to page 2)

Students take-
HASS courses to . .
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Pugwash's 1984 survey asked students to rank their perception of MIT's pur-
poses for offering courses in the humanities, arts. and social sciences (HASS), as
well as their own purposes n taking HASS courses. Choices on the survey includ-
ed, "to develop communication and management skills." "to study intrinsically
-important areas of knowledge," and "to explore the social impact and relevance
of science and technology."

Graphic by Ezra Pelsach
Michael Gojer

MIT and Caltech collaborate
on new gravity-wave detector
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Special Sale ._
Smith-Corona PWP I f V
Word Processor

- ' Magnavox Videawrlter
90 MNt. Auburn Street at Harvard Square
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ing the following topics:
o Structure of courses: 63 per-

cent of the upperclassmen who
expressed a preference favored
classes which were highly struc-
tured.

0 Advising system: 78 percent
of upperclassmen said they were
satisfied with the accesibility of
their current advisors; 76 percent

said they were satisfied with their
advisor's academic advice.

The survey, which was designed
and administered in 1984 by
MIT's Student Pugwash, was in-
tended to study MIT students'
views on education, science, and
technology, according to Robin
Wagner, co-founder of MIT Stu-
dent Pugwash and coordinator of
the survey project. The survey is
still in the final stages of analysis.

"Students can influence policy
at MIT .. if you have the
facts," Wagner said. "This survey
was an attempt to gather the
facts." MIT Student Pugwash
will be preparing a report of its
findings, which they hope to
complete this term, she said.

(Continued from page 1)
ity ratings from their students:
only 54 percent and 57 percent,
respectively, of students in the
two schools were satisfied with
the flexibilty of the department's
requirements.

The survey addressed other
educational issues as well, includ-

discuss viewpoints, not to reach
conclusions. That, he said, will
be taken care of in future meet-
ings.

(Continued from page 1)
then asked, "Who makes the fi-
nal decisions about R/O week?'

After just about all the possi-
ble committees and combinations
of committees were named, it
was obvious that nobody quite
knew exactly who made the deci-
sions. Moser finally revealed that
Associate Provost S. Jay Keyser
in consultation with various stu-
dent committees had made the fi-
nal decisions concerning R/O
week this year.

There was definite agreement
that students should be part of
the process, but opinions differed
widely on in what form (R/O
committee, elected representa-
tives, appointed representatives,
anyone), in what proportions (in-
dependent living groups vs. dor-
mitory residents), and how stu-
dent representation would
connect with the faculty and ad-
ministration.

The next forum, slated for
mid-October, will continue R/O
week discussion. Included topics
are flushing, the length of rush
week, separation of the residence
part of the week from the orien-
tation part, as well as concern
over the amount of pressure
freshmen feel in needing to de-
cide upon a living group within a
few days.

Moser commented that this
evening was solely a forum to
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Shari L. Jackson
Josh Wantabe '87 and Michael Colao '87 discuss this
year's Residence/Orientation week with Undergraduate As-
sociation President Bryan R. Moser '87 (center) during a UA
forum last Thursday.
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* Rent with a friend and save even more
l Write and run computer programs In the comfort of your home
l Word processing for term papers. reports. etc
* Ideal for heavy workloads
* 50% of rental payment appilec towards purcnase
* Hard drive and floppy systems in stock
* Computer terminals. modems arnd printers also ovaldable for rent
* No credit checK
* Favorable long-term rates

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE OR LEASEIPURCHASE.
THIS OFFER IS BASED ON A LIMITED NUMBER OF COMPUTERS.

FIRST COME FIRST SERVED, SO CALL TODAY!
FOR ALL THE INFORMATION WITH NO OBLIGATIONS

CALL THE TERMINAL E-CHANGE-731-6319.
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The Leading Edge Model "1)"
provides the e-nplete solution to
student needs.

FREE software with every system:
MSDOS 3.10, BASIC 3.11
Word Processor

(and with harddisk systems):
Spelling Checker
Spreadsheet

442-2002
Canon
Panasonic
and more

Smith-Corona
Swintec
Brother

20MB & Dual floppy systems
starting at $1295.00

20MEB system includes:
0 20MBn Fixed Disk
0 DS DD Disk Drive
0 512K expandable to 768K
o Mono & Color Graphics
0 High Res., Mono. Monitor
0 Selectric-Style Keyboard
0 Parallel & Serial Ports
e 15 Month Warranty
e Lifetime Toll-Free Support

,K(t
Compatible Computers,

Ames Schoolhouse Office Center
450 Washington St., Suite 103
Dedham, MA

Call us at: (617) 329-0300

Pugwasl surveys student. views Text of new (S.a plan
(Continued from page 1)

percent, This will give a fair and representative share of the
available housing to first-year graduate students. Because new
students can only apply to a single lottery, the total number of
applicants to the tenured lottery will remain low-annd this will
maintain the current odds for returning students in the tenured
lottery.

Since Housing Office statistics indicate that almost half of the
Institute's dormitory rooms and -apartments are.-Vacated each
year, there will be almost as many spaces available for continu-
ing students in the proposed tenure lottery as are available in'
the current September lottery. This new system will create 15l
additional spaces opening in September, but -these will come
from a decrease in the number of openings during the year be-
cause the non-tenured spaces have an unbreakable one-year.
lease. As with the current system, graduate students who seek
on-campus housing after September would be given tenured
spaces as they become available. .

This plan would have to be phased in over a period of two or
three years so that an adequate pool of rooms can. become des-
ignated for non-tenured leases without affectingg current, resi-
dents. Details of this process can be determined by the MIT
Housing Office as necessary. This will also provide an avenue
for adjusting the new system during its implementation if it be-
comes necessary.

UA sponsors forum on
changes to R/O week

Up

Zoological

Society

The "'D™Tm Every Student Deserves
$hoose from the largest variety of

typewriters in the Harvard Square Area.

INTERTECH

LEADINGS EDGE 0
AUTHORIZED VALUE-ADED DEALER S 
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All-terrain vehicles deemed unsafe
Government safetylexperts are threateningwto-get tough

with the makers of 'threefw*heeled, all-terrain vehicles.
They say manufacturers should voluntarily stop selling the
motorized tricycles for use by children or face a possile
federal ban, The vehicles have been implicated in more
than 500 deaths since 1982. (AP)

bNew transistor developed
The University of Illinois has developed a new transis-

tor which will revolutionalize the processes of information
transfer. This new transistor can receive information twice
as fast as the present .transistors. The new transistor
should allow more information to be transmitted from
satellites in such a way that an enemy could not possibly
intercept military or other communications. (AP)

II_ IIZ

Boston default weatheer
Hurricane Paine died in Chihuahua, Mexico,

yesterday. Its reminants will move northeastward,
cause flooding in Oklalhorna, and invigorate the
severe weather along a front stretching from
Maryland to Texas. As the front moves northward,
New England will receive moderate amounts of rain
throughout the weekend, with thunderstorms
possible before clearing late Sunday.
Friday night: Winds becoming southeasterly.
Increasing clouds. Rain and fog likely by morning.
Low 60-65.
Saturday: Rain turning to showers and ending.
Winds becoming northerly. Partial clearing with
temperatures 70° in morning falling to 60-65° at
night.
Sunday: More rain possible. Temperatures 65-75°.
Monday: Mostly clear, with northwest breezes.
High 65 °.

Forecast by John W. Nielsen
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Afganftan will ib discussed at susmmit
Soviet Foriegn Minister Eduard Shevardnadze an-

noumced that the Soviet Union is ready to discuss the So-
viet's military presence in Afghanistan at the upcoming
meeting in Iceland between President Reagan and Premier
Gorbachev.

Soviet troops have occupied Afghanistan since 1979.
According to Shevardnadze the Soviets "more than any-
one else' are interested in solving the problem. There are
currently approximately 115,000 Soviet soldiers in Af-
ghanistan helping the national army fight a widespread
Moslem and Anti-Marxist insurgency.

Of the other four topics on the agenda for the mini-
summit next week, the most progress is expected in arms
control and superpower relations. Reagan Administration
officials cautioned, however, on expecting arms break-
throughs on short notice. The other topics are human
rights and Third World conflicts. (AP)

Gandhi survrives assassinration attempt
While exiting from a ceremony to celebrate the 117th

anniversary of Mohandas K. Gandhi's birth, Prime Minis-
ter Rajiv Gandhi and President Zail Singh had a brush
with gunfire. Neither was hurt in the incident, although
two were injured.

Officials say that the young gunman fired several shots
from a homemade pistol, but they could not say whether
he was actually firing at the prime minister or the presi-
dent. Later in the day Indian officials said the incident
could not be attributed to any terrorist organizations.

The gunman was hiding in a clump of vines when he
fired the shots. A retired judge who was hit that had he
not been standing next to Gandhi the prime minister
"would have been hit by the pellets." (AP)

Shamir wiell seek direct talks
Israeli Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir will swap jobs

with Premier Shimon Peres in two weeks. Shamir said he
will start a series of new diplomatic initiatives in the. Mid-
dle East; Shamir desires direct talks with Jordan, seeing it
as the only way to peace. (AP)

iflippiiie arrest mayendanger cease-fire
The arrest by the Philippine military of a top commu-

nist leader may jeapordize the cease-fire negotiations
which are the thrust of President Corazon C. Aquirno's
counter-insurgency-"Oolicy.

The military was placed on alert to guard against repri-
sal attacks, with special protection given to members of
the government's negotiating panel. Defense Minister
Juan Ponce Enrile has argued for stronger military action
against the insurgents, but the government says it is keep-
ing the door open to cease-fire agreements.

The New People's Army, the armed wing of -the Com-
munist Party, accuses the government of preparing the
military forces for a full-strength, attack on the commu-
nist insurgents, claiming the arrest was deliberately timed
by the military in order to upset peace negotiations.

The government has refused a rebel-demanded release
of the arrested Communist leader, Rodolfo Salas, but has
suggested that the issue be-added to the agenda for the
peace talks. (The New York Times)'

French fear additional terrorist raids
The French government has cancelled all leaves for po-

lice, heeding warnings by officials that a new wave of ter-
rorist attacks could begin soon. Police in France have not
been so mobilized since huge student and worker demon-
strations occurred in 1968.

Robert.Pandraud, deputy minister. of the interior in
charge of security, called upon the French people to be
vigilant, as a series of terror attacks this past month has
left 10 dead and 162 wounded, due mostly to bomb blasts
in crowded commercial districts.

France has already studied methods of retaliation to be
used if it learns of countries harboring the terrorist
groups, said Prime Minister Jacques Chirac, though no
accusations could yet be-made against any nation. (athe
New York Times)

Musicians prepare for T tour
David Moore and his Musical Saw performed at the

Central Square MBTA stop as part of the T's plan to. ease
rider inconvience during ongoing construction. Stations
on both the red and orange line are currently being ex-
panded and refurbished. Twenty-one artists will perform
throughout the summer, some above ground and some in-
side stations. (The Boston. Globe)

EPA plans Holbrook cleanup
The Environmental Protection Agency has announced

what will be the most expensive cleanup of a New Eng-
land toxic waste site. But Congress must reauthorize the
federal Superfund bill before $44 million can be spent on
incinerating chemical-poisoned land from the old Baird
and McGuire site in Holbrook. The plan was unveiled
Wednesday by EPA administrator Michael Deland. (AP)

Worms infest water
Small worms were flushed Wednesday from the water

system at Lakes Region General Hospital in Laconia,
New Hampshire. City residents report similar infestations
in home water supplies.

A state health official said worm sightings outside the
hospital suggest the city's water system may be
antiquated.

A hospital spokesman said the worms, larva of the two-
winged small waterfly, were found at the hospital last Fri-
day. After additional worm sightings the hospital began to
use bottled water. The worms are said to be harmless, but
the hospital will continue to use bottled water until the
system is clean.

Authorities said it was unlikely the worms would ap-
pear in tap water because of screens on faucets. The
worms appear most often in toilet storage tanks or toilet
bowls. (AP)

Reid conviction overturned
The conviction of 28 year old David Reid for the raping

of a four year old boy was overturned yesterday in the
State Appeals Court. The resident of Pittsfield will be en-
titled to a new trial because the jury was allowed to hear
testimony concerning some of his prior assault convic-
tions. Reid, who was sentenced to eight to ten years, will
probably remain in jail pending a new trial, according to
Assistant District Attorney Francis X. Spina. (AP)

Craek arrests at all-time high
The number of crack arrests in Massachusetts reached

an all-time high last month. Figures released by the De-
partment of Public Health showed that police made 32
arrests involving crack in the month of September. Pre-
vious highs of 25 were established in June and July.

Although the-amount of arrests has increased officials
say that the drug is spreading much slower than first
feared. They account this to the large scale.publicity cam-
paigns to make the public aware of the dangers of crack.
Crack is a highly potent and addictive form of cocaine
which is smoked instead of being snorted. Authorities be-
lieve the slower spread is more because of lack of demand
not supply.

The figures for higher arrests can be deceiving because
more than 80 percent of the arrests made in Massachu-
setts have involved less than five grams of crack. The
charge for anything less, than 28 grams is simple posses-
sion of illegal drugs. Any amount over 28 grams is consid-
ered traficirng in illegal substances. (AP)

1)~~~~r Ja8 i~Va

Sanction 'veto overridden 
The Senate voted late-yesterday to override Presidernt

Reagan's veto of South African sanctions by a vote of 78-
21. In a statement released shortly after the Senate vote,
Reagan said, '"Today's Senate vote should not be viewed
as the final chapter in America's effort, along with our
allies, to address the plight of the people of South Afri-
ca." But Reagan argued that the punative sanctions,"are
not the best course of action." The actions being taken
will only hurt the people they are trying to help, South
Africa's black, majority, Reagan claimed. The president
appealed to South Africa for "orderly change and peace-
ful reform." (AP)

Botha threat enrages Senators
Four US senators were outraged when they revieved

warning telephone calls before the vote from South Afri-
can Foreign Minister R. F. Botha warning that South Afri-
ca would halt imports of American grain if the Senate
overrode the veto. Botha said he was not threatning the
senators, but Senate Foreign Relations Committee Chair-
man Richard Lugar (R-IN) accussed Botha of 'brbery
and intimidation."

Botha said that a South African ban of US grain would
be a logical result of the proposed sanctions. He said he
was asked to tell some Senators what would occur if they
overrode the president's veto. He declined to say who
asked him to make the calls. Speaking in a national radio
interview Botha said that farmers ill his country have been
putting pressure on, the government to ban US grain and
the propsed sanctions would force the government to
yield to those pressures.

South Africa bought a quater of a million tons of UJS
wheat, in the 12 months ending in June. This amounts to
about one one-hundreth 'of the total US wheat exports in
that period. South Africa also purchased about ten-thou-
sand tons of corn out of a total US export total of about
31 million tons. (AP)

Zaccaro indicted
John A. Zaccaro, was indicted Wednesday by a grand

jury investigating allegations ~of bribery in the~awar~ding of
cable television franchises in Queens, New York. Prosecu-
tors, would nlot give the detals of the charges, which were
submitted to- the State Supreme Court in, Queens in a
sealed indictment.

This is the -second time in two yeais that be grand jury
has indicted Mr. Zaccaro, whose wife, Geraldine A. Fer-
raro, 'was the Democratic vice presidential'canididate in,
1984. (ThNe-,w Yoik Times),I 

People Express vurchase okayed
-The Justice Department'has given the okay to' Texas

-Air's proposed aquisition of People Express airline. The
department said.Lthe purchase is not--likely-to substantially
lessen competition.' If Texas Air can complete the' deal,
along with its plans to buy Eastern Airlines, it would be-
come the'nation's largest airline. (AP)

Clemens slightly injured
The RQed Sox's star pitcher Roger Clemens, a prime can-

didate for the American League Cy Young Award, was
struck on his right elbow Wednesday night in the second
inning of the Red Sox game against the Baltimore Orioles.
He was removed from the game immediately -and rushed-
to a nearby hospital for X-rays, which were negative.
C Clemens was diagnosed as having a bruised elbow and his
status will be updated on a day-to-day basis.

Clemens is scheduled to start the American League
Playoff Series with the California Angels next week.
Clemens said he was "aff-right' and that he just "threw a
fastball that came back at'him too quickly."

Clemens has been a major factor in the Red Sox'
American League Eastern Division winning effort. His 24-
4 record, 2.46 earned run average, and 238 strikouts cur-
rently lead the league. His 24 wins account for nearly one-
quarter of Boston's victories this year. (AP)

Packers sign Fusina
The agent for former USFL quarterback Chuck Fusina

said his client has reached an agreement with the Green
Bay Packers. Agent Jeff Briscoe's announcement comes
one day after former Heisman Trophy winner and Boston
College quarterback Doug Flutie had a tryout with the
quaterback-hungry Packers.,Briscoe said Fusina, a former

-- standout'at Penn State, agreed to a one-year contract
Wednesday.

%usina led the Philadelphia/Balfit:lmore Stars to the
USFL championship, bgt this year's season was cancelled.

Flutie said he was eager to play for an NFL team. He is
under a personal services contract with USFL New Jersey
Generals owner Donald Trump, but is said to be working
out an agreement that would Allow him to play in the
NFL this year. -(AP)

Compiled by Andrew L. Fish
Michael Gojer

Philip J. Nesser
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Column/Thomas T. Huang

Autumn is for prag,
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171a tists .
her jokes he had picked up from 
Bazooka Joe wrappers. The
problem was that the punchlinesl
stank. On top of that, Mortimer
Schkansky had stood behind him 
making noise with his hands and 
armpits, punctuating each joke 
like a drummer's rimshot.

Alphonse wasn't afraid to go l l

after what he wanted. He was a 
paper boy and had bought his bi-
cycle with the money he had i
earned. He asked questions in
class without hesitation. He let .
the girls whom he liked know
that he liked them.

His drive wasn't surprising, as
he had been raised by his grand-
mother, a largewoman who osften
told us stories about the South in 
the 1950s, how she had to sit in
the back of the bus, how she and
her brothers and sisters had to
fight for even a piece of dignity.

(Please turn to page 6)

Column/Scott Saleska
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When I think of autumn, I
think of racing down the hills of
Arlington, MA, with my friend
Alphonse. Pedalling furiously
through the black-tarred streets,
we thought we could squeeze the
last drops of light from the day,
soak it up in our sweat and let it
cling to our clothes.

By S pm, we could only see a
few feet in front of us. We had to
rely more on memory than sight
to navigate around the potholes
and gutters which lay like traps
before us. Soon enough, cars
with glaring headlights would
start to honk. To make matters
worse, we never knew when Mrs.
Conti's german shepherd would
take advantage of the dark and
pounce out from behind a freshly
fertilized bush and tear us to
shreds. We were only in fourth
grade, and we were too young to
die.

So it was with some trepida-
tion that we decided one cold
night to bike to the house of a
girl we hardly knew. Her name
was Suzanne, and she had single-
handedly shattered any miscon-
ceptions we might have held that
little boys were supposed to dis-
like little girls. Instead, with her.
long, dark hair and quick smile,
she had melted our hearts like
hot fudge poured slowly onto va-
nilla ice cream.

The night sky was clear, and
the moon lit our way to her
house. We-dropped our bicycles
on the lawn and crept to a bed of
flowers beneath her bedroom
window. The air chilled our
sweat. I would have backed out
had Alphonse not been so dead-
set on this.

He had been far more active
than I in courting her. He had
showered her with candy and told

Ij

nothing but provide an empty ar-
gument for corporations who
wish to retain their profitable in-
vestments.

2) By divesting, we will only be
hurting those who we want most
to help, because it will be the
blacks themselves who will suffer
if corporations that employ them
areforced to leave.

If it is true - as has often been
claimed by presidents ranging
from Paul E. Gray '54 to Ronald
W. Reagan - that the oppressed
will be the ones most hurt by di-
vestment, then we must wonder
why it has been those very op-
pressed who have been among
the most active in calling for it.
The African National Congress
(the 70-year-old, now outlawed
black liberation organization) has
stated,

"It is our firmly considered
view that liberal opinion -
however well intended it may
appear - that opposes our
campaign for [corporate] with-
drawl is, in the long run, only
delaying the change that is es-
sential if South Africa is to be
rid of apartheid and slave la-
bor. It is not enough to grant
highter wages here, better corn-
ditions there, for this leaves
the apartheid system intact. In
fact, it props it up longer-
the very source of our misery
and degredation."

Winnie Mandela (wife of Nel-
son Mandela, the famed anti-
apartheid activist,'iinprisoned for
over 20 years), John Gaetsewe
(general secretary of the outlawed
South African Congress of Trade
Unions), and Bishop Desmond
Tutu are among the many others

(Please turn to page 7)

I think that MIT should divest
all its holdings in companies do-
ing buisness in South Africa. But
I didn't always think that way. I
had to think about it for awhile

- and find out the facts be-
fore it became clear to me that
MIT really needs to divest.

I expect that most of you, be-
ing the skeptical but relatively in-
telligent types that you probably
are, feel similar. So you may be a
little uncertain about whether
you should attend today's rally
for divestment, which is being
held at noon on the steps of 77
Mass. Ave. I'd like to take this
opportunity to explain some of
the reasons why I'm going -
maybe I'll convince you too.

What follows is a recapitula-
tion of some anti-divestment ar-
guments, and why I no longer
find them persuasive:

1) Divestment will only have a
negative impact, because corpo-
rations that pull out of South Af-
rica will lose the ability to influ-
ence the government in a positive
way. Therefore, those with an in-
terest in fighting apartheid will
invest in corporations which have
signed the Sullivan Principles, be-
cause they will be instruments of
positive change.

To answer this charge, one
merely needs to ask: What has
been the influence of foreign in-
vestments so far? Have they been
helpful or harmful to the victims
of apartheid?

In the wake of the Sharpeville
-massacre of 1960, and then again
after the 1976 Soweto uprising,
the flight of foreign capital from
South Africa posed a serious
threat to the apartheid regime.
the response of American banks
was more loans to help shore up

the racist government. In those
instances, MIT-- through its in-
vestments in corporations like Ci-
tibank and Bank America - sup-
ported apartheid and helped to
crush its victims.

-There was much outcry in re-
.sponse to such moves, and in
1978 MIT, with many other insti-
tutions, accepted the Sullivan
Principles as a guide for future
investments. The Sullivan Princi-
ples were first proposed as a
guide to investments by Rev.
Leon Sullivan, a member of the
board of directors of General
Motors. They call for companies
to implement reforms in their
own workplace, such as desegre-
gation, fair employment prac-
tices, etc.

Granted, the Sullivan Princi-
. ples have perhaps helped to im-
prove' some working conditions
for the less-than-one percent of
the black population employed
by the American companies that
abide by them. But this is irrele-
vant to the larger problem of
poverty and racism in South Af-
rica. In the "homelands" -
where foreign corporations have
no influence - over 80 percent
of the people live below the mini-
mum subsistence level. The only
way this problem can be solved is
by attacking the roots: the system
of apartheid itself, and the racist
governmenf which enforces it.

The plain fact is that, whatever
their intentions, corporations in
South Africa have simply not
been a lever for any real change.
If anything, in the eight years
since the Sullivan Principles have
been adopted, things have only
gotten worse for the South Afri-
can blacks. It seems clear that the
Sullivan Principles have done
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ncrease
For instance, Tech Talk wisely ra-
tions free personal ads per issue.

But the cost consequences to
MIT of rationing parking and
providing it virtually free are
enormous. The costs to people
who would like parking but are
not -allowed to use it, or are allo-
cated "pooled" space but arrive
when the spaces are all taken, are
also high.

The only justifiable alternative
is pricing. The Columbia Univer-
sity economist William Vickrey
has proposed a simple rule to de-
termine the appropriate price for
parking. The price should be that
at which there will always be a
percentage - say five percent
of places free.

This rule should apply to pri-
vate and on-street parking, such
as Memorial Drive. If this rule
were followed, people who wish
to park at MIT and who were
willing to pay for the privilege
would be assured that there
would always be places for them.

AUl manner of other good con-
sequences would flow from such
a pricing policy. Overhead
charges on research and other ac-
counts would be reduced. Capri-
cious and wasteful use of parking
places would decrease. Traffic
would flow more smoothly in the
local streets. Buses would move
faster and have more customers.
Some people who were teetering
between walking and driving
could get a little fitter.

The Institute Committee on
Transportation and Parking has
been considering alternatives (in-
cluding a token parking fee, pre-
dicted to have no effect on de-
mand) in order to reduce the
unhappiness. There is only one
logical way to go. May the mem-
bers of the committee choose
wisely and become heroes.

(David G. Wilson is a profes-
sor of mechanical engineering.)

(Please turn to page 13) I I I I I I I I 1
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tors.

Dissents, marked as such and printed in a distinctive format, are the opinions of the
undersigned members of the editorial board choosing to publish their disagreement
with the editorial.

Columns and editorial cartoons are written by individuals and represent the opinion
of the author, not necessarily that of the newspaper.
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mously without express prior approval of The Tech. The Tech reserves the right to edit
or condense letters. We regret we cannot publish all of the letters we receive.
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If you wish to lead a quiet life

in harmony with your fellows,
never discuss politics, religion, or
parking. Of the three topics, that
most likely to result in bloodshed
is parking. The reason is that
MIT parking is an extremely
valuable gift handed out to a fa-
vored few. What is wrong can be
illustrated by an anecdote about
a completely different area: nu-
clear power.

At the height of the energy
shortage a few years- ago, and in
the middle of a very cold Janu-
ary, someone phoned me to ask
to go to the Quad-Cities nuclear
power plant in Illinois.

I should get there, I was told,
by flying to Moline, renting a car,
and driving north by the frozen
Missippippi for 30-miles or so.
"You'll see the plant - there is a
huge, column of vapor coming
out of it. The environmentalists
wouldn't let us- use the river to
cool the condensers, so we had to
build a big cooling pond. It actu-
ally boils in summer. Right now
it's just steaming hot."

It was just as he said. As I
drove up I heard on the radio
how factories all over the mid-
West were being shut down be-
cause of the shortage of natural
gas,, to give priority to home-
owners.

I parked the car near the cool-
ing pond, and made a dash
through the frigid air to the visi-
tors' lobby. It was gloriously
over-heated. "Thank goodness
you're using the waste heat to
keep the buildings warm," I said
to my host. There was an awk-
ward silence. "We're not using
the waste heat. We're using natu-
ral gas."

The situation was appalling,
but it was all perfectly logical.
The price of natural gas was so
low that it was almost free -
held there by a law of Congress.
To have used the waste heat to
heat the buildings would have
cost the investors and taxpayers a
great deal more than the simple
use of natural gas.

The devil, if we have to find
one, was the artificially low price
to which natural gas was held.
The low price promoted wide-
spread and massive waste, and
made exploration for new sources
uneconomic.

The same is true at MIT with
regard to parking, and the same
results can be seen. Parking is
virtually free - an administrative
fee of $7 per year was recently
imposed - and the demand far
outstrips supply, leading to gener-
al unhappiness.

The Institute provides 3500
places to certain lucky students,
staff, and faculty members. The
cost of providing a parking place
is, however, around $2000 a year.
About half of these costs are met
by overhead on research ac-
counts, and half on general Insti-
tute funds. The costs of adding a
vehicle to already-overloaded
streets, involving delays to oth-
ers, pollution, accidents, noise,
and blight, cannot be quantified
but will be at least of the same
order.-

Whenever demand exceeds
supply in a nonmarket system,
the authorities have two distinct
choices (at the ends of a spec-
trum of possible mixes): ration-
ing and pricing..Rationing is jus-
tifiable when. the cost
consequences are relatively-smali.

You can't really see quanta, but
you know they have to be there.
Without them the physical world
is illogical and inconsistent. Like
Cambridge without a full-service,
work-class scientific and
professional bookstore. Now
there is one, rmore visible than our
namesake. Quantum Books
opened August 25th at One
Kendall Square next to MIT, at
Hampshire and Broadway. Twenty
thousand tiles on the shelves,
thirty-five thousand in the
database, and a versatile in-
store computer to help. Periodic
sales (we begin our first series in
late September, offering coveted
titles, publisher by publisher),
impressive values. Part of the rich
exchange of intellectual energy
in Cambridge and Greater
Boston to make the world a bit
more coherent for people who
need and read technical books.
A forum, a meeting place - more
than a bookstore.

Take advantage of our opening specials -
10% discount on technical rand reference
books
In stock or ordered:
John Wiley & Sons Oct. 6-!1
McGraw- Hill Oct. 13-18
Acddison-Wesley Oct, 20 -25
Prentice Hall Oct. 27-Nov. 1

One Kerdall Square, (at Hampshire and Broadway)
Cambridge, Mass. 02139 (617) 494-5042

The Colloquium Committee
has asked us whether we would
prefer this event to be re-sched-
uled during the Independent Ac-
tivities Period or during the
spring term. Dr. Gray, does it
make a difference? Will it make a
difference whether it even hap-
pens at all? We ask because we
are tired of these endless discus-
sions that go nowhere. Next year
is too late; $150 million invested
in apartheid is $150 million too
much: divest now.

Since our founding a year and
a half ago, this demand for im-
mediate and complete divestment
has been constant and clear. D)ur-
ing this time, that demand has
been joined by pro-divestment
resolutions passed by the MIT
-faculty, by the graduate student
body, and by the undergraduate
student body.

(Editor's note: The Tech re-
ceived a copy- of the following
letter, addressed to President
Paul E. Gray '54.)
Dear President Gray:

We write to you having just re-
cently been informed that the fo-
rum on MIT's South Africa-relat-
ed investments - which we were
told was being planned for this
fall -has been cancelled.

Furthermore, we have learned
from Undergraduate Association
President Bryan R. Moser '87
that the cancellation was due to a
failure on the part of the MIT
administration - especially Ex-
ecutive Vice President Constan-
tine B. Simonides and the Corpo-
ration Joint Advisory Committee
- to follow through with its
agreements on time, thereby
making it impossible for the MIT
Colloquium Commiittee to organ-
ize the event property.

SLOAN
UNDE DRUA TE

MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION

PRESENTS

OUR FIRST GENERAL
MEETING OF THE YEAR

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT SUMA CAN DO FOR YOU WITH
RESPECT TO:

JOBS
RESUME BOOK VIDEO-TAPED MOCK INTERVIEWS

PROSPECTIVE COMPANIES ACCESS TO SLOAN CAREER FACILITIES
RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES

MEMBERSHIP
CURRICULUM

EVENTS

PLEASE ATTEND:

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 9
4:00 p.m.

ROOM 4-159

Refreshments will be served
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Parking fees must
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A TECHNICAL AND
PROFESSIONAL
BOOKSTORE
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s for pra- grnatists
pebbles to toss against the win- eternity, left him to' lie
dowpane, -but there weren't any grass.- Silence. Then soul
in sight. ,"What are we going to laughter and a door being
do, throw flowers at the window In the moments whic
and hope that she has good hear- lowed, I tried to help- hi
ing?" I asked. told him we should neve

"No, we are just going-to give come here, but he shove
her the flowers," Alphoise re- away. "You'll never lean
plied. "Do you have any pennies? you?' he muttered. Then E
We could toss pennies." I his bicycle and rode off-
searched through my pockets, Over the years, I have
but all I found were quarters. It thought of looking for Alp
struck me that romantic pursuits to tell him I understand th;
could be very expensive. I am trying, finally trying.

We had spent about $2.50 try- a coward, but now I am le
ing to get Suzanne's attention to live. As early as the
when, suddenly, someone opened grade, I had fallen into
the -window. It wasn't Suzanne, pragmatism. I played it
but someone who had already didn't want to stir up any I
reached puberty and travelled be- or-- embarrass myself by i
yond it - Suzanne's older sister. and I often backed off oi

We had rudely interrupted drew inside myself, rathe
some teenagers' tryst, for out of fight for what I wanted.
the white-wood house ran Vinnie In the spring and summ
Margolin, Arlington High's state phonse and I had to du(
track champion, mad as all hell. heads as we passed und.
He was wearing polka-dotted un- branches dense with green
derwear. It was straight out of Inchworms hanging frorr
some nightmarish ABC After- silk threads would brus
school Special. faces, but as the weathe

I jumped behind a bush, be-. colder, they soon disapf
cause I knew I could never out- The trees began to particil
run him. The only reason I had some fall fashion show, re,
not finished last in the 600-yard their gaudy coats of red,
dash the year before was because and orange. As we rush
I was able to overtake Mrs. Gum- those colors would blen
port, our 67-year-old gym in- blur into streaks, just visil
structor, when one of her high of the corners of our eyes
heels broke in the final turn. Al- Later, the leaves would -
phonse, trembling, stood his mi their own kind of rigor
ground and said, "We just came and fall to the ground,
to visit Suzanne. She's our raked up in huge piles.
-friend." times we would fly througl

'Suzanne ain't here," Vinnie piles, smelling the sweet, t
said, and abruptly grabbed Al- odor, listening to the crui
phonse and slammed him into our tires upon the leaves a
the ground. Then he grinned. shouts of- our neighbors
"Hey, boy, you'd better watch would inevitably follow.
where you walk around here." I It's easy to be practical,
cried out, but I was paralyzed. lieve that our dreams&-will
It's a dream, just a dream. come true, especially if yob

But dream became reality, as the odds are against you
Vinnie punched Alphonse in the your dreams won't come t
gut and, after what seemed like you refuse to chase them.

the big plans of summer. fall
through, and the cold autumn air
belies the sun, you think it's time
to wrap your coat around you,
pick up the pieces, stick them in
your pockets, and wait for an-
other day.

In the back of our minds,
then, we knew that the smell of
outdoor barbeques and hotdogs
and hamburgers would soon turn
to the smell of leaves burning in
garbage cans, the sound of the
wind in the trees to that of the
crackling, all-consuming fire.

Autumn is for the pragmatist.
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The Graduate Schobl-
·of

Syracuse University
Invites you to a reception on

Sunday, October 5, 1986
Hilton at Colonial

Exits 31-32, Route 128
Wakefield, Massachusetts,

or
Monday, October 6, 1986

Newton Marriott Hotel
Commonwealth Avenue at Route 128 and

Mas§sachusetts Turnpike
Newton, Massachusetts

4-6 pm
Representatives will be available to discuss general

graduate program information, the School of
Management, the College of Visual and Performing Arts

and the School of Education.

To the Editor:
If it only were true! A recent

article in The Tech ["UROP
wages will go up to $5.50 an
hour," Sept. 30] noted that the
Undergraduate Research Oppor-
tunities Program "obtained
$300,000 more to raise student
salaries."

It is certainly true that we
raised the stipends of student re-
searchers requesting UROP fi-
nancial support from $700 to
$750 a semester (and from $5.25
to $5.50 an hour), but, as we fig-
ured it, at the same participation
level it could cost us about
$40,000 for the year. The figure
of $300,000 should have referred
to our entire student UROP bud-
get.

And for the sake of clarity, it

should be pointed out that last
year, faculty stipends paid to stu-
dents from sponsored research
reached $3 million.

- Norma McGavern
Associate Director, UROP

I

Uses Industry Standard Algebraic Operating System (Not RPN).
Features:

· Menu labels - Separate alpha and numeric keyboards
· Soft keys * Four-line LCD display

* Formula solver - Infrared printer interface (printer available soon)

Built-in functions:
Interest rate Markup and margin
Payment schedules Interest rate conversions
Statistics Time and appointments
Internal rate of return

Application books available HEWLETT
PACKARD

This space donated by The Tech

Autumn i
(Continued from page 4)

Her life had been pockmarked
with large defeats, but smoothed
by small, precious victories.

I, on the other hand, resem-
bled a slab of cold fish. When
Suzanne was busy with some-
thing or another, I would stare at
her like a frozen trout stares at
customers from the grocer's
freezer, helpless, immobile. But I
envied the trout, because it was
dead and didn't have any feel-
ings. It didn't dream.

Once, when she looked up at
me, I shifted my focus and pre-
tended I was studying the black-
board behind her. I stood up,
feigning interest in a piece of
long division written in chalk,
and started to erase it.

Unfortunately, the next thing I
knew, Mrs. Fischer was screaming
that she had wanted to keep that
equation for the next class. I was
sentenced to stay after school to
write, "I will not erase the black-
board without the teacher's per-
mission," 100 times on the black-
board. I was afraid that I would
forget and start to erase the
blackboard once I had finished,
and that I would be punished all
over again, falling into some kind
of infinite loop, a hell depicted in
The Twilight Zone or Dante's In-
ferno, I couldn't remember
which.

But, luckily, the teacher made
Kenny Masterson (who had been
caught writing 'F--- the draft" on
the blackboard without her per-
mission) erase all of my sentences
with his hands tied behind his
back.

This incident came to mind as
Alphonse and I tiptoed around
Suzanne's house. "Let's go
home," I said. "She won't appre-
ciate this, and we'll just make
fools of ourselves." I tugged at
Alphonse's jacket, but he
brushed me away and stared up
at the window. I looked for some

Boston's First Salad Bar
is Still

Boston's First Salad BarWhat if ...
you could carry your own-
Professional Business Consultant

in your briefcase-NOW you canwith the HP-1SC calculator.

Elek-Tek
Price $135

Order No. 420109
Mfr. Sugg. Ret. $175

SMOKEY'SFRdENDS
D oN'r A

MACES klcS
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The facts are clear: M I _________divest now

The facts are clear: MIT needs to divest no
(Continued from page 4)

who have supported divestment.
And polls conducted last spring
show that 77 percent of the
South African black population
supports the withdrawl of foreign
investment from their country.
Surely, the people of South Afri-
ca are a better judge of what is in
their own best interest than we
are. If we truly want to support
their struggle, should it not be
their demands that we heed?

3) In practice, divestment will
have no real impact, since Ameri-
can corporations represent only
one to three percent of the South
African gross national product.

This statement is misleading,
for at least three reasons.

First, the sectors of the South
African economy under foreign
control are economically vital
ones; they represent a degree of
importance that is out of propor-
tion to their fraction of the GNP.
About 70 percent of the South
African computer market is con-
trolled by American companies
- 45 percent of the oil market
and 33 percent of the automobile
market. The United States sup-
plies up to one-third of South
Africa's international credit.
Therefore, even under the narrow
view that divestment is nothing
more than the removal of capital,
it would clearly have a significant
impact.

Second, this view fails to ac-
count for the fact that the contri-
butions of corporations to the
South African government are
more than merely economic.
Many corporations also provide
important services to the apart-
heid regime. For example, Inter-
national Business Machines
(IBM) - a corporation- which*
follows the Sullivan Principles -
conducts business with the South
African government. Their 'com-
puters help control the flow of
migratory labor and service the
South African police force - the
same police force under which so
many "mysteriously" die during
interrogation, the same police
force that attacks peaceful pro-
testors and shoots children in the
street. MIT has over $27 million
invested in IBM alone -more
than in any other single corpora-
tion. Is this what people mean
when they say that MIT's invest-
ments are "a positive force for
change in South Africa"?

Third, this argument leaves out
the view of the South African
government itself. If divestment
would have such a negligible ef-
feet, why does the South African
government fear it so? Why have
they made it an act of treason to
merely speak in favbr of divest-
ment? The conclusion seems ines-
capable that they fear it because

Round .trip
from Boston

London .. 370-"'
Stockholm $44O-
Hong Kong -764-
Rio - $659
Caracas- $3f5O' :

Also: Int'l student ID,,
hostel cards, railpasses,
and the FREE CGIEE
student travel catalog.

Call todayll

COUNCIL TRAVEL
[6171)266 [b617]497-1497

their racist rule would suffer
from it.

4) Gray has said that MIT stu-
dents "ought to be concerned
about MIT's profits, because they
pay half of [students' education-
al costs."

This argument angers me per-
haps more than any other. It's
not that I'm against fiscal respon-
sibility, but that this argument
presumes that other people don't
matter. It is an argument based
on a calculus that completely ne-
glects the human factor. It ne-
glects the human costs and it ne-
glects the fact that humans are
moral agents who can make mor-
al decisions apart from a purely
momentary cost-benefit analysis.
They may rarely do so, but the
fact is they can.

Yes, of course we should be
concerned about MIT's profits
and our tuition - not only how
large they are, but at what overall
cost they are come by. It is for
precisely this reason that people
are expressing their concern. It
may be that divestment would be
harmful to MIT's profits but
that is irrevelant to the question
at hand. Apartheid itself would

. A 

not exist if it were not profitable
to somebody - but its profitabil-
ity can hardly justify it.

5) Even if American corpora-
tions decide to get out of South
Africa, it is not a matter of their
economic activity ceasing. It is a
matter of those corporations
turning their activity over to
someone else - someone else
who will continue right on doing
the same thing.

We cannot accept the claim
that if we don't do it, somebody
else will. It would more accurate-
ly be said: somebody else may. It
is a belief fundamental to the di-
vestment movement that if en-
ough people speak their con-
sciences and exert enough
pressure, people's minds will be
changed and decisions will be
made - even on corporate
boards.

The truth of this belief can be
seen in the anti-apartheid move-
ment that is sweeping this coun-
try. From Berkeley to Columbia,
from the steps of the South Afri-
can embassy in Washington -to
the doors of the universitites in
Boston, people of conscience are
speaking out and being heard.

Other universities are divesting,
and Congress has (finally!) found
the guts to stand up to Reagan
and impose a minimal level of
sanctions against South Africa.
MIT can no longer pretend that
its own divestment would be an
isolated and ineffective act.

One day apartheid in South
Africa will fall. On that day we
will all look back on' MIT's role.
Will we be proud that our coura-

WEST PLAZI

Applications are now being ac
for the Student Center, the Ch
While slots do remain for sprin

-there will be no scheduling in tt
renovation plans. Applications
tivities Office (W20-345). Below
proval dates.

TIME PERIOD DEA
IAP/SPRING . Fi

Jan. 1-May 31, 1987 Oct. 1

Applications will be accepted ¢

geous and creative actions helped
to hasten that day? Or will we be
ashamed of our hesitation in
challenging the last outpost of
constitutionally sanctioned rac-
ism on the face of the earth?

The decision is ours to make.
I urge you to speak out and let

the MIT Corporation hear your
voice today. Join the protest
against MIT's apartheid invest-
ments.

A SCHEDULING

·cepted for the lAP/Spring Semester
hapel, and the West Plaza Grounds.
g, in Kresge Auditorium, at this time,
he Kresge Building during IAP due to
may be obtained in the Campus Ac-
N is the chart for deadlines and ap-

DLINE. APPROVED BY
riday Monday
17, 1986 . Nov. 3, 1986

on a rolling basis after Nov. 3, 1986.
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The 1987 Honeywell Futurist Awards Competition
Here's your chance to stop us in our tracks: Power-up your imagination and make a 25-year leap into

the future. Turn your visions into two short essays, and you could win one of ten $3000 prizes plus a
Honeywell summer internship. Call toll-free 800-328-5111 (ext. 1581) for an entry form and

complete rules. Or write: Honeywell-Futurist Awards Competition, MN12-4164 Honeywell
Plaza, Minneapolis.MN 55408. We'll even send you a pair of future socks for

practice. But don't drag your feet-you must request your entry form before
December 31,1986; and mail your entry by January 31,1987

i Together, we can find the answers.
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Boy Who
THE BOY WHO COULD F1
Written and directed by Nick C
Starring Lucy Deakins, Jay UJ
Bonnie Bedelia, and Fred Savag
At the Cheri and Somerville CiJ

By PETER DUNN

F W W W w v w w

TS-
Could Fly has magic without feeling

Ly Fly" all have problems above which they 
Castle. wish they could soar. Milly (Lucy Deakins)

nderwood, is a pretty 14-year-old highf schooler who ' ''

ge- must adjust to moving to a new town after
Wnemas. the recent death of her father. She must

play surrogate mother, cooking and clean- 
ing, while her real mother, Charlene (Bon- .

_-r*_n Hinc. .1u,,-n rnincr toh A LMOST EVERYONE has at one me beUae4), eaIsI a nVm5. WUUll1, LV

point dreamed of flying. the workplace after a long period of ab-
Whether tethered like a high sence is no easy task for Charlene, who
flying kite, zooming like a pow- must now cope with the new computer

erful jet airplane, or leaping tall buildings age. Milly's kid brother, Louis (Fred Sav-
in a single bound, the dream may vary but age), has problems dealing with his fath-
the feeling of contented weightlessness is er's death, coping with a new schoool, and
incorporated into all versions. Whatever facing up to the street bully. He manages
variation one prefers, the meaning of the only by submerging himself into a fanta-
dream is usually the same: an ability to sized GI Joe military world.
soar above and escape from life's earthly Enter the boy next door, Eric (Jay Un-
problems. So what happens if the dream derwood), whose parents died in an air-
becomes reality, if a boy can actually fly? plane crash when he was four years old.

The characters in "The Boy Who Could (Please turn to page 11)

Sexual Perversity in three ac
DRAMASHOP: one act plays very difficult timing well. Otherwise a little
Kresge Little Theatre more rehearsal time would have been wel-
Friday, Oct. 3 and Saturday, Oct. 4 at 8comed. Carol Van Zoeren G and PatriciaZeitler '88 fill the central roles of Sarah
pM. and Jane admirably, but their characters

tend to resemble one another. "Trevor"
~By JULIAN WEST does quite well playing an actor acting, but

N EVENING OF SCENES based on seems a little awkward as an actor out of
loving and sexual relationships character. The supporting cast are more
builds to a powerful climax caricatures than anything else, although
with an extended selection from the contrast between Jane's Tory parents

David Mamet's hit Sexual Perversity in and Sarah's Liberal ones is well drawn.
Chicago. Dramashop has again put to- Kim Fusaris '90 and Steven Villarreal
gether an excellent show, which the open- '90 did adopt accents for their scene, This
ing night audience clearly found as amus- Property is Condemned by Tennessee Wil-
ing as it was relevant. liams, and this was also the right decision.

The first two scenes, although they de- The scene would have been difficult to in-
veloped as preludes to the main event, terpret outside its Mississippi context. Fu-
were entertaining in their own right. The saris plays Willie, a young woman who has
first, featuring Per-Funnar Ostby '89 as lost her family one by one and now lives in
Trevor, details the difficulties of two lesbi- a condemned property. She is alone except
an lovers who wish to keep their relation- for a battered doll which, in its torn finery,
ship secret from their parents. They invent is an image of the woman herself.
two fictional lovers, both called Trevor Willie is adept at walking along train
Hudson, to fill the apparent gap in their tracks, which she dreams are leading her
"sexual fulfilment." Confusion sets in somewhere, and good at staring out at the
when they pick up an out-of-work actor in sky "white as a sheet of.paper" and draw-
Soho and bring him back to their Chelsea ing imaginary pictures on its blank pages.
flat to meet Sarah's parents as "Trevor," Fusaris is also able to demonstrate a clear
only to have Jane's parents drop by. singing voice to good effect. Villarreal has

The situation makes for a fast-paced little to contribute to the play beyond
comedy, and the company handled the some short lines, a willing ear and a lot of

I

l 1 .f~~"--. .

:ts in Kresge-
compassion, but these he supplies in good
measure.

Sexual Perversity in Chicago was the
clear standout of the bunch. It was easy to
wish that they could have performed the
entire play for us, but it has the fatal
drawback of employing only four actors.
Dramashop found four first-rate ones,
Deborah Kuchnir '89, Christopher Coon
'90, Kristi Trostel '89 and Henry Nowak

bteven. ¥1arlIrl -Yu mUa Im ru
in This Property Is Condemned.

'90. All four were comfortable and natural
in their roles - they handled lightning-
quick scene changes well, and Kuchnir and
Coon, as the lovers Debbie and Danny,
managed some character changes also.

The actors do an amazing job of execut-
ing the pillow talk with the freshness and
honesty of lovers. But as their relationship
deepens, the accompanying complications
and awkwardness sets in. Kuchnir and
Coon, in a relatively short performance,
convincingly commit the "sexual perversi-
ty" of falling in love.

The play, which consists of a succession
of short scenes, was imaginatively staged
by director Gregory Greeley '86 by using
half-a-dozen different acting areas on the
same set, designed by Russell Boten '89.
Scene changes between apartments, offices,
bedrooms, bars, and beaches were effected
by a more than capable lighting crew. In-
deed, all three sets were more elaborate
than Dramashop usually aspires -to for
one-acts, and all three were well executed.

Nowak makes the most of the funniest
lines in the play; he somehow manages to
drum up sympathy for a boorish, miso-
gynist character whose opinion of the
equal fights amendment is "we've got
baby seals dying in Alaska, and we're
writing amendments for broads?"

Nowak's character, Bernie, exists as a
jaded opposite for Danny. Similarly, Tros-
tel's portrayal of Debbie's cynical room-
mate Joan was convincing enough to make
us more thankful for Debbie's innocence
and integrity.

The play was worth waiting for, and
says a lot about contemporary relation-
ships. Dramashop's evening is certainly
worth an evening of your time.

Sky Art soars over MIT;
sun to be blocked today

SKY ART
1986 Sky Art Conference, Sept.29 through
Oct.3, at MIT .

By ALLISON DRUIN

T IS A BIRD. No, it is a plane. No, I
think they call it "sky art." This
week any unidentified flying objects,
light, or balloons may well be a piece

of artwork from the Center for Advanced
Visual Studies' Sky Art Conference '86.
The conference has been hosting every-
thing from lectures to performance events,
all dealing with the subject of "sky art."

How does one define this type of art? It
is hard to say, since each sky artist seems
to approach the genre from a unique per-
spective in terms of style, medium or im-
agery used. What these artists do seem to
have in common is their interest in those
qualities which make the sky special: light
and dark, movement and flight, endless-
ness and space, to name a few.

This year's conference has been a show-
case for such qualities in works which
range from firework performance pieces to
inflatable sculptures, from balloon, tech-
nology to light bulb installations; Unfortu-
nately certain works have not been avail-
able for first hand experience, due to fire
regulations and zoning laws. However, the
installations and performance pieces that
were on hand more than made up for
what couild not be shown.

One piece that could be performed was
Steve Poleskie's Tracing of the Basin. This

"aerial theatre event," otherwise known as
a plane skywriting, was an impressive
sightfrom the vantage point of the Kresge
Oval. The sky became quite a. canvas for
Steve Poleskie's creativity.

On the other hand, I do believe it is un-
fortunate that Pierre-Alain Hubert could
not perform his work due to Boston fire
regulations. Hubert has set off fireworks in
everything from helicopters to beds, mak-
ing, as he says, "drawings in the sky." He
has created curtains of fire, waterfalls of
fire, as well as symphonies of fire. His
most recent works deal with daylight fire-
works, which he says create "man-made
clouds." Though only available on slides,
his work seemed especially exciting.

Another interesting body of skywork is
Vera Simons' "Balloon .Technology." By
using balloons to enhance skyscapes, she
has developed pieces which do everything
from creating "chains of light" to "extend
the lines of buildings." Her piece in Edin-
burgh was especially interesting in that it
had less to do with flight and more with a
stationary building, which is an unusual
use of the balloon medium.

These are only a few of the artists repre-
sented at this year's Sky Art Conference.
If you have ever been intrigued by the
flight of artistic imaginations, you should
find your way to the Center for Advanced
Visual Studies. It will not only open up a
whole new world associated with the sky,
but it will also challenge you to rethink
what you call art.

-t-

The Tech is pleased to announce the return of...I
Series,The Tech Perfomin2 Arts

a service for the entire MIT community from 7The Tech, in
conjunction with the Technology Community Association,
MIT's student community service, organization.

Special reduced-price tickets now available for:

THE VIENNA CHOIR BOYS
The Vienna Choir Boys once again return to Boston for
- their annual performance, with both sacred and secular

works. Symphony Hall, Oct. 5, 3 pm. MIT price $5

KRYSTIAN ZIMERMAN,
Pianist Krystian Zimerman will play Beethoven,

Schubert, and Schumann in Symphony Hall, Friday
October 17, 8 pm. MIT price $5

ANNER BYLSMA & MALCOIM BILSON
Dutch cello virtuoso Anner Bylsma and American

fortepianist Malcolm Bilson, among the world's foremost
authentic instrument performers, will play rarely heard
chamber works of Beethoven in a recital next month.

Jordan Hall, Oct. 25, 8 pm. MIT price $3.50

Tickets will be sold by the Technology Community
Association W20-450 in the Student Center. If nobody is in,
please leave your order and your phone number on the TCA
answering machine at 2534885. You will be called back as

soon as possible.
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An interviei
By MICHIEL BOS

This week Institute Professor Emeritus
Gyorgy Kepes celebrates his 80th birthday.
The leading figure in the arts at MIT for
several decades, Kepes was founder and
first director of the Center for Advanced
Visual Studies.

To mark the occasion, a retrospective
exhibition of Kepes' paintings is on display
in the Compton Gallery. The exhibition,
organized by the MIT Museum, is open 9-
5 weekdays and 10-4 Saturdays, through
Oct. 25.

Born and educated in Hungary, Kepes
worked in various places in Europe during
the 1920s and '30s. In 1937 he joined his
compatriot Laszlo Moholy-Nagy in Chica-
go to found the New Bauhaus (later the
Chicago Institute of Design), intended as a
successor to the famous German School of
Art, Architecture and Design closed by the
Nazis.

In 1945 he came to MIT, to set up a
program in visual design in the School of
Architecture. He has remained here ever

wY with Gyorgy Kepes
since, as artist, educator, and writer on many old people are still bewildered by the
art. The establishment 'of MIT's Center modern idioms of visual art; and also,
for Advanced Visual Studies as a center many artists are completely uninformed,
for collaboration between artists, scientists innocent in terms of scientific insights and
and engineers in 1967 was the culmination achievements. To create bridges between
of his efforts to bring art and science clos- two islands of thought is not easy. It is al-
er to each other. ways an uphill fight.

In an interview for The Tech, Kepes
spoke, among other things about the rela- "In my short long life, I had a great
lion between science and art, his develop- need to get acquainted with the world in
ment as an artist, and the nature of his which I am living. As a young painter I
painting. had major questions within myself as to

"I have -tried to be a matchmaker be-
tween art and science. When I came to
MIT I- felt very strongly there were still
many things unfinished in this marriage,
or friendship. My own task at MIT was to
give seminars where I tried to build with
scientists some bridge or link between their
own field and mine - painting and film-
making, and the different idioms of visual
art. It was for me a exciting enterprise,
and I hope some of the students benefited
from it.

I still feel that this is an unfinished busi-
ness, because many young people and

what the world means for all of us. I read
books, but I never had any precise scienti-
fic training. I grew up in Hungary; I had
the gymnasium training, which was Latin,
Greek, mostly just a liberal arts education.
At the same time the picture of the world
changed. The new science created new in-
sights in the complexity of the world, and
tried to simplify and image the complexity
in a coherent way. I don't claim that I
know more now than I knew at the begin-
ning, but I can get still as excited, involved
in trying to read the complexity of the
world.

Anybody who is trying to grow up cre-
ates heroes for himself, and I had my he-

roes both in science and in art. In art,
Mondrian is one of my heroes; I was also
fortunate that I met him. And Paul Klee.
On the surface the two were as far from
each other as artists could be: Mondrian
tried to create a new language, whereas
Klee tried to create a new horizon. But
both of them were great people of the
twentieth century and I still almost shiver
when I remember meeting them. They
were not just artists, they were obsessed
people, who had an inner target.

When I studied in Hungary, I had some
mini-achievements as a painter. But I came
to the conclusion that painting is no long-
er the only language the artist can use. I
was seeking for a horizon which would in-
clude painting but also other vistas of the
world, and I was dreaming of filmmaking.
There were some important filmmakers at
that time. I had, as many young people,
strong leftist sympathies; I believed that
there was a new world in the making, and
that Soviet Russia was one of the territor-
ies where this new world was taking shape.
I was lucky to see a few good films made
in the Soviet Union and later, in Berlin, I

(Please turn to page 10)

Silent partners, in a moving love
CHILDREN OF A LESSER GOD
Based on the stage play by Mark Medoff.
Directed by Randa Haines.
Starring William Hurt, Marlee Matlin,
Piper Laurie, and Philip Bosco.
At USA Cheri and Harvard Square.
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By JULIAN WEST

LET'S BE UP FRONT ABOUT IT: this is
an excellent film. You have every
reason to see it: it is appealing,
beautiful, moving, faithful to the

play, faithful to life, there are great lines
and good sex scenes.

William Hurt is a crashing good actor
as well as stunningly attractive. He is tal-
ented and devoted to his work, having
spent three months' learning a new lan-
guage for this part. He has won an Acade-
my Award, and people will flock to see
him in a new movie every fall for years to
come. 

His costar, Marlee Matlin, is a major
new talent and with ethereal good looks.
She is as· dedicated an actress as I have
seen, and I wish I could be the first to say
that she may well win an Oscar for this
role. We may never see her in another film.

Like her character Sarah, Matlin is deaf.
It is a fact which places no limits on her
acting ability, but does limit her choice of
roles rather severely. The question of what
hearing impaired people can and cannot
do is central to this film.

Above all, however, the film is a love
story, about a deep and passionate rela-
tionship between two deep and passionate
individuals: Sarah, who has rebelled
against an unsympathetic, hearing society;
and James, who is an apostle of the hear-
ing world at a school for the deaf.

Almost the only criticism I can level at.
the film is that it is too much about the-
love between Sarah and James, and that,
some of the important- minor characters
from the stage-play have been lost. The
part of Lydia, a teenage student who
throws herself at James; has been greatly
reduced, and Orin, the deaf activist who is
almost a revolutionary, is virtually lost.
Otherwise, and with the exception of the
last. scene, the film is remarkably faithful
to the plav..

Marlee Matlin lost in her own silent world ...

In other ways, the film rises -above the
stage presentation. It is easy to speak to a
large audience, but harder to sign to them.
In the film, we can get closer to the-actors'
and read their signing more closely, It is a
language which' is so expressivre that it
speaks even to the majority of us who are
illiterates in signing. No one-can express
verbally what Matlin can do with her
hands. Thus, although we have lost Sar-
ah's translated speeches about the elo-
quence of her languages, we are more than
compensated-- by a graphic demonstration
of her eloquence.

The setting is much more able than an

.. -.and breaking out of it.

empty stage to convey the institutional na-
ture of the school which will for many stu-
dents be their only home. And the beauti-
ful outdoor scenes shot on- beaches and
ferries, aside from making me want to vis-
it New Brunswick, underscore with silent
eloquence the insular nature of the -deaf
world.

We are quietly reminded of the outside
world when Sarah turns to take a stand in
front of a magazine-rack, full of missives
from outside. In fact, many of the best
scenes in the movie are nonvocal: an invi-
tation to dance, a greeting, a parting. And
Hurt is nearly as accomplished at this
form of communication. At one point,
when James spots- Sarah at a party, we
know without words exactly what has sur-
prised him.

The film begins silently, with quiet music
which plays for a long time before the first
word is spoken. With deliberate irony, the
first sound present in the film is the jarring 
tone of a school-bell. It is a stark signal of
the ugliness of the hearing world, a call
for both classes and the film to begin.

James' students are an uninspired bunch
of louts who have never had a sympathetic
teacher. One of them is using an electric
razor in class, because no one is disturbed
by the sound. James asks why the students
think it is important to learn to speak
English and lip-read, and one insolently
replies "to pick up hearing girls." To his
surprise, James replies "okay, let's work
on this." He goes on to teach them to
speak and to win their love.

( c~; , .' .,.; ..., -,,, , .,:V. 'r .t , >.-% ' \ A..
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But more than anything else, he wishes
to win the love of Sarah, who refuses ab-
solutely to learn to speak. She began as
"one of the brightest students" the school
ever had, but unable to face the outside
world, she stays to mop floors. Sarah is a
permanently angry character, storming
from her first, sensational entrance. Her
transformation at James' hands provides
Matlin with an opportunity to display an
enormous range of emotions.

Surprisingly enough, this is another film
which contains some very good music on
the soundtrack. James, believe it or not,
teaches his class to sing along with rock
music which they cannot hear but can feel.
The song itself is quite catchy, and was
specially written by Michael Convertino,
who also wrote the incidental music for
the film. The sight of deaf actors dancing
to music they cannot hear is entertaining
as well as an amusing take-off on the
movement of films toward rock videos. It
is also, alas, a showcase of the talents of
half-a-dozen very fine actors who will for-
ever have trouble finding work.

Elizabeth Quinn, who was the first to
play the part of Sarah in London, drew
excellent reviews last year in the part of a
mentally injured woman whose handicap
impaired her speech. Roles for non-hear-
ing actors are rare, but available. We can
only wish Marlee Matlin and her fellow
actors the best of luck, and wish to see
more of them in the future.
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fContinued from page 9)
met some of the great filmmakers, for in-
stance Dovzhenko and Pudovkin.

Dovzhenko was the great poet of the be-
ginning of filmmaking. He had inner poet-
ry, and created images in films that I felt
were really grand and deep - wonderfully
sensitive. He impressed me immensely as a
person.

I gave up painting. I wrote to my Hun-
garian friend Moholy-Nagy, who invited
me to Berlin to work with him, and in
1930 I went from Budapest to Berlin. It
was a complicated part of history - full
of upheavals and soul searching and mean-
ness and greatness. There was the major
political change from the so-called Weimar
Republic to the Nazi era. It was not the
happiest time of the world, and for me -
when one tries to see the world as a young
person it is always a puzzle, but when the
world itself changes fast during this
time .... I lived there for a couple of
years, until I became very sick and had to
go back to Hungary.

I was almost a year in bed. I saw history
from the bed - which is not the best van-
tage point, but it helps you to see things
which you could not see when you are
over-active.

I stayed with my sister, who lived in
Transsylvania, in Rumania; my family
came from this territory. It was an inter-
esting mixture of Hungarians, Germans,
and naturally by this time the political
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sometimes hopeless struggle between the
visible and the invisible.

"Klee had a great impact on me. As a
young painter, I was influenced by the
Russian Constructivists - Malevich, Lis-
sitsky, Rodshenko. I looked: down on Klee
as an artificial stotterer, who played a
child's game. Later, in 1935, I met him in
Switzerland, and he impressed me im-
mensely. There was a French aristocrat
lady, Madame De Mandrot, who had a
castle near Lausanne. She invited every
year some artists who were searching for
other work. I snuck in to one -of these in-
vitations. Gropius was there, (the painter)
Max Ernst, Moholy. . .. During this time
we visited Klee in Bern.

When I went to see him, he was not my
hero. But after, he was, and actually, the
experience was a significant key for me to
my own self. After some chatting around,
one of us who visited him asked him how
he thought of himself as a painter. And
Klee said: I am not a painter, I am a gar-
dener who has to come every day to water
the plants in the garden; what I am doing
is research into my own self. It was an im-
portant new key to see that a painter is not
always making paintings, but midwifing
paintings.

I almost dare to say that from this mo-
ment on, my painting ways changed. In-
stead of a Constructivist type of painting,
I was exploring the hidden world with the
hand of Klee to guide me.

lady that we call art. I never lost my admi-
ration for Mondrian and Klee and other
artists, but I assumed that my own com-
mitment was to bring bridges between the
expanding visions of the world, science
and art.- So I had an almost schizophrenic
feeling.

At MIT -I think I came to MIT in
1946 - I started to paint again.

My work is a dream world of somebody
who lives in the 20th century and is still
nostalgic for some aspect of the world
which got bypassed in the 20th century.
My paintings are almost Romantic paint-
ings. They try to reach the palpable reality
of the world around me; most of them are
textured images. And if I can understand
my own self, it came because the world
seems to race away without any tangible,
tactile reality, and I needed for my own
consumption this quality of texture.

I have a great love for [the German writ-
er] Novalis. He was a novelist trying to
bring back the richness of the total -
touching the total reality, not the details of
the reality. That interested me, for many,
many years. I tried to feel the hidden rich-
ness not at the concrete, pragmatic level,
but at the embracing, if you like, Roman-
tic level.

This- has been an invariant in transfor-
mation. It went through all my work. I
was always interested to grasp a key, the
sense of the total. So most of my work, if
I am correct, is a sometimes hopeful,

power was Rumania. I had a great liking
for the peasants there, because I grew up
in the countryside. I was hoping ' and
dreaming to make a filni - not an ethno-
graphical film, but a film of the peasants'
life, the things which were so beautifully
expressed by Dovzhenko.

When I recovered form my sickness,
Moholy asked me to come to Berlin again.
So I went back to Berlin. But it was the
Nazi period, which was not for my taste.
And then Moholy went to Landon, and he-
asked me to join him. It was an exciting
time of my life, of everybody's life. It was
just before the second World War. Life
was full of question marks, full of trouble,
but full of promise, too.

And then Moholy went to Chicago.
First [the architect] Gropius was asked to
start a new Bauhaus in this country; but
just months before the school was to start,
he accepted the chairmanship of the archi-
tecture school at Harvard and recom-
mended Moholy for the job. Moholy ac-
cepted it; came over and asked me to teach
a course on light and light design. It was
in 1937.

Then I had a few short intermezzos, in
Brooklyn College and in Denton, TX, and
then I came to MIT.

"When I came to MIT, I started to miss
painting. You give up something because
you feel it is not quite the right love, and
discover that you have still some love af-
fair, a hidden love affair, with this aging
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Boy Who Could Fly is a film which does not
(Contiued-from page 8j the budding romance between Milly and lems in the new compu

Since the death of his parents, Eric has be- Eric, but also attempts to expose how we Louis's problems at sc
come nearly autistic, never speaking a try to deal with life's traumas each in our lies, Milly's problem of
word and only occasionally acknowledging own way. This is brought to a head when rogate mother to both
the presence of others. Eric deals with his Milly falls from a bridge while plucking a Eric, the entire family's
problems in both the most indirect and rose, only to later wake up in the hospital ing with the loss of the:
most direct manners: he attempts to avoid with barely a scratech - she begins to be- all real problems that n
the reality he finds painful by shutting it lieve that Eric can actually fly and that he "The Boy Who Could
out, but also pretends that he can fly, rea- caught her and brought her to safety. magically disappear in
soning that-if he had been an airplane he - However, in the words of the psychiatrist This is not so terrible e
might have been able to directly avert the who is asked to have a look at Milly, Milly a v '

fatal crash that took his parents. is fantasizing because "(she) just needs to %. ''
The very day that Milly and her family believe in some magic because (she's) had S

move into their new house, she glimpses so much pain." ''
Eric through her bedroom window sitting It is not until almost the end of the film
on his windowsill, arms spread, as if wait- that we actually learn whether or not Eric 
ing for a gentle breeze to carry him aloft. can fly. When we do learn, the psychia-
The attraction is instantaneous. At school trist's words come back with a vengeance
Milly tries to help Eric open up, tossing - belief in magic has becomes strong en-
balls with him during gym class, and she ough to dictate reality. This startling rev-
continues her attentions at home, keeping elation reminded me of Disney's Pinocchio
an eye on him when he might stray too far where Gepetto wished strongly enough
out on a ledge. Lo and behold - Eric be- that his puppet came to life. But this
gins to respond to Milly, mimicking her premise in Pinocchio relied also on. the
actions. A kindly high school counselor fact that Gepetto deserved to have his wish
(Colleen Dewhurst), who worries that Eric granted - he had worked long and hard 
will be sent away to an institution, enlists all his life without reward. This same logic
Milly to be his guardian and to continue prevented Pinocchio the living puppet

to help him to overcome his autism. This . from simply wishing and becoming a real
works well for the main characters since it boy - he could not gain the magic trans-
allows their love affair to blossom, -but formation until he earned it by saving his
also presents another problem for Milly, father from the whale's belly.
who is ostracized by her classmates for It is in this way that "The Boy Who l
hanging out with Eric. Could Fly" trivializes the problems of its

"The Boy Who Could Fly" chronicles characters. Eric's autism, Charlene's prob- Lucy Deakins as Millv.

classified
advertising

I

Classified Advertising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid,
with complete name, address, and
phone number. The Tech, W20-
483; or P0 Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MA 02139.

PENSARI(TM) - The new inductive
game that simulates the search for
natural laws. For one or more intel-
lects. Complete with icon-cards
and guidebook. Student price $10
postpaid. Kepler Press, 84 Main,
Rockport, MA 01966.

SUPERIOR-QUALiTY WORD PRO-
CESSING Technical/non-technical.
IBM PC, letter-quality- printer. Pa-
pers, theses, reports, etc. Davis
Sq., Somerville. For rates and
prompt, reliable, GUARANTEED
service, call Stuart Stephens; 628-
6547.

Wanted I!
Aggressive, enthusiastic students
to market Winter and Spring Break
vacations! For more information,
call Student Travel Services at 1-
800-648-4849.

Great Childcare Job for Spouses of -
Full-Time Students

Caring, intelligent person needed to
care for two year old girl, M-F, full
time in Newton Centre T stop. Pays
$5-8/hour. For this job and many
other great childcare opportunities:
call Parents in a Pinch, 739-KIDS!

ROOMMATE WANTED to share
beautiful 2 BR apartment with grad-
uate student on quiet Somerville
street. Female- non-smoker only.
Bus to MIT runs from corner. $230/
mo plus utilities. Call Anne 628-
7098.

Assistant Managers, Salespeople,
General Help

$125/wk. plus. 15-20 hours/wk in
new local branch of National Co.
Eight positions available immediate-
ly, no experience, flexible hours.
Ideal for students. (617) 396-
8208.

Arlington 4 bedroom, 2 bath mod-
ern eat in kitchen, living room, din-
ing room, den, 2 porches, parking,
yard, 2 blocks to Alewife T, 1 block
to Mass. Ave. $1100. No fee. Hun-
neman. Better Homes & Gardens.
864-4430 

The MIT Equipment Exchange
offers surplus equipment and used
typewriters to students and staff
at reasonable prices. Located in
Building NW30, 224 Albany Street.
Open Tues., Thurs. 11 am - 3 pm.
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iterized workplace,
hool and with bul-
having to play sur-
her family and to

s problem of deal-
ir father: these are
eed real solutions.
Fly" makes these
one fell swoop.

xcept that the mag-
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ic is without substance: we feel that the
problems are solved more by the magic
and less by the perseverance of those suf-
fering.

"The Boy Who Could Fly" tries to be a
Pinocchio for the 80's but unfortunately
presents the magic without the feeling.
The film cheats in trying to present realis-
tic solutions to life's problems and ulti-
mately fails in its goal to be uplifting.
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and Jay Underwood as Eric.

Computer Science & MIS Students

SHARE THE INSPIRATION.

9 heruish of adrena- .:;
line. The surge of 
excitement. The
flash of inspiration.

Familiar feelings to talented
DP professionals at The
Travelers. And to the prom-
ising graduates who'll join
us this year.

You've discovered
these feelings in your aca-
demic work. 'Recognized
them in the elegance of i
'advanced technology. And
now you can share min them
at The Travelers, where the
support is stronger, the
environment more sophisticated and the
applications more challenging.

As a distinguished Computer Science
or MIS graduate, you now have a difficult
decision to make about your future. That's
why we created ACCENT. A fast-paced,
competitive program. Offering technical
and management training through a
diverse range of assignments leading to key
professional positions.

All in one of the most advanced DP
environments in the financial services
industry including the largest IMS shop,
18 IBM mainframes and a 36,000 terminal
SNA network.

But our commitment to staying on the
cutting edge of DP technology doesn't stop
there. We've recently installed 13,000 IBlf
PCs, integrated the latest 4th generation
languages, and we're developing our
future leaders with ACCENT

If you have a degree in computer sci-
ence, MIS or a related discipline, high
academic achievement, exposure to hard-
ware and software, and some programming
experience, you have the right credentials
for ACCENT.

' '.; ·- If you're a highly-
motivated person, an inde-
pendent worker, and an

:' ·' innovative thinker, you
'~~ have the right chemistry for

- .- ACCENT.
Now make the right

move. To The Travelers
ACCENT program. Where-

: " - .- you'll find varied and valu-
able learning experiences.
A supportive human

_ . environment and a sophis-
E X ticated technical one. And
. : where you'll find plenty of

opportunities to help move
you ahead.

You'll also receive a competitive salary,
complete benefits and even an IBM PC A
to take home with you. Plus generous
relocation assistance to our Hartford,
Connecticut home office.

So, if you're a bright and talented com-
puter-oriented major, join The Travelers.
Where the accent is on you and the inspira-
tion is shared by all.

Meet us on Wednesday, October 8 for a
brief presentation on the ACCENT pro-
gram. Contact your Career/Placement office
or details. Or, find out more about signing
up for The Travelers interview schedule
Recruiters will be on campus Wednesday,

October 29. Or, send your resume to:
Priscilla Pellett, 30-CR, The Travelers
Companies, One Tower Square, Hartford,
CT 06183-7060.

Data Processing
For Dedicated People.

TheTravelers
The lavelers Companies, Hartford, Connecticut 06183. An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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nOtices 
South Africa is the topic of a natorial Elections." Discussion

" I- -- ---Listings
Student activities, administra-

tive offices, academic depart-
ments and other groups - both
on and off the MIT campus-
can list meetings, activities, and
other announcements in The
Tech's "Notes" section. Send
items of interest (typed and dou-
ble spaced) via Institute mail to
"News Notes, The Tech, room
W20483," or via US mail to
"News Notes, The Tech, PO Box
29, MIT Branch, Cambridge,
MA 02139." Notes run on a
space-available basis only; prior-
ity is given to official Institute an-
nouncements and MIT student
activities. The Tech reserves the
right to edit all listings, and
makes no endorsement of groups
or activities listed.

1105 Mass. Ave., Carmbridge, MA, Tel: 492-2300

NEED A JOB?

The John'F. Kennedy Library
commences its public forum se-
ries with a program examinig
"1986 Congressional and Guber-

Au Bon Pain, the French bakery ca6, is now hiring
for our store in Kendall Square next to the Post
Office. Full and part-time positions available, all
shifts.'We offer starting salaries up to $6.00/hour, meal
discounts, a college scholarship program, and flexible
schedules.
Apply.in person between 3pm - 8pm to 238 Main
Street, Kendall Square and ask for a Manager.

An equal opportunity employer.

aT I,1 CHBain.
THE' FRENCH BAKERY CAFI

8th Annual
Career Fair and Banquet

sponsored-by Society of Womren Engineers

Banquet
Friday, October 17
Reception - 6 pm

Dinner- 7 pm
at the New Marriott Hotel

. .. .

Career Fair
-Noon- 5 pm

Saturday, October 18
in the Sala-de Puerto Rico

-i

i

.,. , ,

ROSH HASHANA
SERVICES
5747/1986

_ ~.

REFORM (Chapel)

Friday/ October 3, 8:00 pm -

Saturday. October 4, 10:30 am

CONSERVATIVE (Stu. Ctr. Sala de Puerto Rico)
Friday, October 3, 6:00 pm

Saturday, October 4, 8:30 am & 6:00 pm
Sunday, October 5, 8:30 am & 6:00 pm

Dr. James W. Prescott, director
of the Massachusetts Biobeha-
vioral Institute; will discuss "The
Origins of Violence: Neurobiolo-
gical, Cultural, and Reigious De-
terminants" in a lecture spon-
sored by the Humanist
Association of Massachusetts.
The talk will take place at the
Lamont Library Forum, Harvard
Yard, at 7 pm. For more infor-
mation call 926-9000.

Monday, Oct. 6
Banquet tickets on sale in Lobby 10

,or call 253-2096

to- ion -u estauantLOU OR q-V & tetaurant
- -'---

Located in Central Square.
Coming from MIT, turn left
just past Purity Supreme

- --- � - -- - I
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Put a little Sunshine
-:.' in your life...

Join -The Tech!will center on whether Democrats
or Republicans will control the
100th Congress, and how No-
vember's results will shape the
upcoming White House contest.
Jack Beatty of The Atlantic, Ba-
vid Nyhan of The Boston Globe,
and Peter Osterlund of The
Christian Science Monitor will be
featured in a panel discussion.
The forum will be held from 5-7
pm at the Kennedy Library. Res-
ervations are required, although
the program is free of charge.
For further information call 929-
4554.

public forum by Thami Sindelo
of the ANC's International Bu-
reau. Sponsored by the Institute
for Democratic Socialism, the
talk will be held at Room 105,
Emerson Hall, Harvard Universi-
ty, at 8 pm. For information call
426-9026. Garber Travel is ready to take care of all your travel needs! We'll get you the

lowest possible airfares, arrange for Amtrak tickets, Eurailpasses, low cost
charters and much more! Plan your next trip with Garber.

Open Daily
9-5:30
Sat. 9-5

The final report of the Institute
Committee on the Humanities,
Arts, and Social Sciences Re-
quirements, the first report of the
School of Seience Education
Committee, and the first report
of the Commissioa on nEngineer-
ing Undergraduate Education are
being distribuied by the Commit-
tee on the Undergraduate Pro-
gram. Members of the MIT com-
munity can find copies at the
following locations: the Informa-
tion Office, 7-i21; the Student
Center Library; the Reserve Book
Room, Hayden- Library; Dewey
Library; Barker Engineering Li-
brary; the Rotch Library of Ar-
chitecture and Planning.

Sunday, Oct. 5

Career Fair
all members of the MIT communityopen to

The African National Congress
and the fight for freedom. in

Close to

House specialties include:
Veal Cutlet Parmesan ................... $5.75
London Broil................................$5.75

New~~~~~~. . .................. .Nsew YYork Sirloin Steak ...........%..$8.50
Beef Shishkebab ............................ $5.50
Lamb Shishkebab ..................5.......$50
Broiled Boston Scrod ................... $5.50
* ":* 4- * * *, *t 8 , $ * * ,

Daily specials include:
Souvlaki over Rice ....................... $4.95
Chicken Souvlaki ............. ........... $4.95
Crabmeat on Roll ...........r.............$3.95
Greek salad with crabmeat .......... $3.95

Tickets will, be required for all Friday services. Students can pick up
free tickets in Lobby 10 on Sept. 25 and Oct. 1 or in Hillel from Sept. 24
until Oct. 2 Non-students should contact Hillel

Holiday meals will be served in the Kosher Kitchen, located in Walker
Hall. Room 50-007: Friday at 6:00 pmn and 7:30 pm: Saturday at 7:30

pm: and Sunday at 1:30 pm. Dinners cost $6.50 and lunches cost
84.50. Prepaid reservations are required by Thursday. Oct. 3. They will

be taken at Hillel. the Kosher Kitchen. or the Lobby 10 Booth.We accept

both cash and validine.Following the dedication of MIT Hillel's new
torah during services on Saturday a special complimentary lunch will
be served in the Student Center. Sala de Puerto Rico.

12 Central Square, Cambridge
661-8555

SPO^nSORD BY MT FRf.r- -r-A 1 9 l A rrrteAr . - - -_ __

Garber Sends MIT
i1 Over The- Wod-

Tuesday, Oct. 7
qAnRbR ETRAVE

Friday, Oct. 3

NMIT MICROCOMPUTER CENTER

STUDENT CONSULTANT
POSITION AVAILABLE

THE MIT MICROCOMPUTER CENTER IS iNVOLVED
IN CENTRALIZED SALES, SUPPORT AND SERVICE
OF MICROCOMPUTERS FOR THE INSTITUTE
COMMUNITY.

WILL ANSWER QUESTIONS, DEMRONSTRATE
HARFDWARE AND SOFTWARE, DETERMINE NEEDS
AND SYSTEM COMPATIBILITY, CONDUCT SALES
AND ASSIST IN SOFTWARE EVALUATIONS.
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE EXPERIENCE
REQUIRED.

HOURLY WAGE IS $6.50, 10-12 HOURS PER
WEEK.

CALL: JERRY BURKE, ext. 3-0201 or 3-7686

We

mean
business.

Columbia University's
location in New York City
makes it the ideal placefor
graduate study in busi-
ness. A representative
from. Columbia Business
School will visit your
campus to speak with stu-
dents from all majors who
are interested in the
M.B.A. and Ph.D. pro-
grams in Businress as well
asjoint degrees with Law,
International Affairs,:
Public Health and other
disciplines. If a: graduate
degree in Business is part
of your fiture, start plan-
ning for it now by talking
with our representative.
Contact your undergradu-
ate placement office for
further details.

Date of visit:
October 7, 1986

Columbia
Business

School

MIT
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Coalition, is- tired of waiting
(Continued from page 5)

Over 30 colleges and universi-
ties across the country have com-
pletely divested, -and the black-
led frontline states that border
South Africa - which .stand to
suffer severely for their actions -
have called for and imposed
sanctions against South Africa.

Most importantly, the blacks
of South Africa themselves,
whose demands we should listen
to above all others, have -- both
individually and collectively -
have continued to call over-
whelmingly for the withdrawal of
foreign investment from their
country.

And yet not only has MIT
failed to divest, but its official
leaders have responded to en-
treaties for divestment with a
stream of evasions, broken prom-
ises, and foot-dragging. A brief
chronology of some recent events
illustrates why we are tired, and
we are angry.

A year ago, MIT held a collo-
quium on South Africa. It was a
well-attended and very education-
al event. Unfortunately, it did not
directly address the question of
MIT's responsibility, a question
which was obviously - as mem-
bers of the Coalition then point-
ed out - the most relevant one..

We were then told that MIT
was in the process of re-evaluat-
ing its South Africa investment
policy, and that we could partici-
pate in this re-evaluation by
meeting with the Advisory Com-
mittee on Shareholder Responsi-
bility. A week before the end of
classes we were informed that the
ACSR would meet privately with
three Coaltion members on Dec.
11 - the second to last day of
classes and arguably the worst
day of the term. for students.
Nevertheless, we attended the
meeting.

At that meeting we emphasized
the importance of having an open
meeting so that all members of
the MIT community could par-
ticipate in the re-evaluation. The
ACSR said that they would call a
meeting during the spring term.

After several weeks, we were con-
tacted by the ACSR, only to dis-
cover that MIT had already com-
pleted its re-evaluation without
community-wide input, and that
this so-called "re-evaluation" re-
sulted -in virtually no change at
all.

It was at this point that, in
frustration, we built a symbolic
"Township Alexandra" to drama-
tize the plight of the South Afri-
cans, and to show solidarity with
them in their struggle. As you re-
call,' we also brought our con-
cerns directly to the MIT Corpo-
ration at their March 7 meeting.

Although over 100 Coalition
members requested that two of
their number be allowed into the
meeting to present their case di-
rectly to those who make MIT's
divestment decisions, this was not
allowed. Instead, a week later, Si-
monides . the same man whose
negligence caused the cancella-
tion of this fall's meeting - and
Senior Vice President William R.
Dickson '56 led the campus po-
lice on a dawn raid which result-
ed in the destruction of Township
Alexandra and the arrest of eight
MIT students.

Last June, in private meetings
with CJAC and with the Execu-
tive Committee of the Corpora-
tion, we again requested to meet
directly and publicly with MIT's
leaders - so that the MIT com-
munity could be involved in a
genuine re-evaluation.

This request was received ex-
tremely reluctantly. CJAC mem-
bers claimed that such a public
involvement would involve Cor-
poration members in "debate."
This they deemed undesirable be-
cause it would, they claimed,
serve to increase hostility between
anti-apartheid activists and Insti-
tute officials.

Apparently not recognizing
that it was MIT's support of rac-
ism in South Africa that was the
single' greatest cause of any such
hostility, CJAC instead proposed
a forum intended to resolve the
so-called "communication prob-.
lem" which had allegedly arisen

during the events surrounding the
arrest and prosecution of stu-
dents last spring. CJAC hedged
on whether Corporation mem-
bers would be a part of this fo-
rum.

It seemed obvious to us then
that MIT officials wanted once
again to avoid the central prob-
lem - MIT's investment policy
- by concentrating only on its
symptoms. Yet apparently, to
judge by the cancellation of this
forum, MIT cannot even keep its
promises to deal with the symp-
toms. How then, Dr. Gray, can
we expect that you or the Corpo-
ration will deal with the problem
itself?

It seems clear from the above
history that unless we and other
concerned members of the MIT
community continue to raise the
problem vigorously and forceful-
ly, it will not be dealt with. We
have desired to be a part of a hu-
mane university - one that
might be moved by arguments
based on principles of reason and
dictates of conscience.

Sadly, however, it seems that
MIT's investment decisionmakers
know no principle besides profit,
and that unless those of us who
desire a more humane investment
policy are willing to learn the les-
sons of Columbia and Berkeley,
MIT will not divest.

Accordingly, we wish to inform
you that we will continue to be
open to any meaningful discus-
sions that would allow the MIT
community to participate in a
genuine re-evaluation of MIT's
investment policy. 

We will not, however, waste
our time in polite conversations
with meaningless committees or
in backroom meetings behind
closed doors. Neither will we be
parlayed into passivity by endless
postponements and empty prom-
ises. This issue is too important;
the imperative to act is too clear.
MIT must .divest.

Steve Penn G
Gretchen Ritter G

and three others
for the Coalition Against Apartheid

ODSA-student relations disturbing
To the Editor:

I am currently a graduate stu-
dent at MIT. During a brief re-
turn to campus last weekend, I
was appalled at the atmosphere
among students regarding the Of-
fice of the Dean for Student Af-
fairs. Specifically, I participated
in a discussion concerning "stu-
dent monitors."

Apparently, a memorandum
was issued by Shirley M. McBay
announcing a mechanism where-
by students would serve as peer

police to enforce the policies of
the ODSA. Although this memo
was clearly a hack, a surprising
number of students believed this
to be authentic.

To point: how can such confu-
sion exist at MIT? Moreover,
why has no denial been issued by
Dean McBay? Still more disturb-
ing is the very idea that students
could imagine such a policy state-
ment to be real. Have relations
between the students and the

Harry S Truman Scholarships

The annual Harry S Truman Scholarship
Awards will be made to current sophomores in
good standing who are.U.S. citizens or
nationals. Two MIT students will be nominated
by the Institute. The awards will be for $6,500
and are renewable for the senior year and for up
to two years of graduate study. Any sophomore
wishing to be considered should contact Dr.
Louis Menand III, E51-201G, or Tobie Weiner
E53-460, Ext 3-7752, NO LATER THAN
OCTOBER 3, 1986.

ODSA been allowed to deterio-
rate to such a degree that the
dean for student affairs is now
considered to be a dean against
student affairs? It deeply dis-
tresses me to think this is true.

Name withheld upon request

CONTINUOUS NE WS SERVICE

TO THE M T COMMUNI TY

9' x 12' Bound Rugs
Starting at $79.95

Top Quality Remnants and Room-Size
Rugs at Low, Low Prices

Wide Selection @ Convenient Location

Cambridge Rug Co.
11-57 Cambridge St. oC;b5 idg, s, 3..
Inman Square Area shire st Bus route Kendall

354-0740 Mass Ave M_ IT

T 7: O CPMT-9.OOEPM
ROOM 4.149

Al students welcome.
(Actual recruitment date: November 5th.)

This- Is your opportunity to interview us. Talk with our
recruiters (over refreshments, of.course). Ask questions. Find
out about the enormous scope of our operations, the direc-
tion In which we're heading, and the outstanding technical
and business careers In electronics and telecommunications
that GTE has to offer.

Guaranteed, you'll like what you hear.

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F.
U I-

Overwhelmed?
Do Something About It...
at the STUDENT FINANCIAL

AID TELETHON!
OCTOBER 6,7,8 6-10 PM

- $~9~W R~~~W · · 310-105~~ '-.. BUSH ROOM 1 -105

c=m= -. FREE DINNER

cmX o ". FREE PRIZES

XC3= X1 f == SEE BARBARA PETERSON
-. S , :,= == I IN THE ALUMNI CENTER

................... .: ROOM 10-110
x3-8234
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Gravity telescope to be built
(Continued from page 1)

electric charges produce a mag-
netic field.

Only extremely massive objects
or those traveling at extremely
high velocities can produce these
gravity waves. The need for
greater sensitivity has prevented
past experiments conducted in
the laboratory form yielding any
positive results, Weiss explained.
Thus, investigation into gravity
radiation has now focused strong
gravity fields, such as black holes
and super novae.

The primary purpose of the
LIGO project is to meet the nec-
essary-sensitivity for gravity-wave
detection and provide confirma-
tion of Einstein's prediction.
Once detected, these waves
should permit researchers to peer.
through the "cloud" of cosmic
radiation enshrouding the center
of the universe and thus learn.
more about its origin, Weiss said.

Essentially, LIGO will be a net-
work of antennae, each receptive
to gravity waves, Weiss said. The
basic antenna design is to be an
L-shaped evacuated chamber
containing a laser with high fre-
quency stability and freely-sus-
pended mirrors at the bend and
the-ends, he said. Then, splitting
the laser beam and directing each
new beam along a perpendicular
leg of the chamber, the compo-
nent beams would reflect back
and forth many times before exit-
ing the chamber. --

Since gravity waves are, in the-
ory, polarized, they would stretch
the beams in directions ortho-
gonal to each other, leaving them
slightly out of phase, Weiss ex-
plained. The resulting oscillations
produced by these waves could
then be distinquished from
ground interference by compen-
sating for 'seismic activity and
road traffic.

The MIT team has adopted a
curved-mirror reflection system,
whose construction is planned to
begin in. 1988- in a Maine -blueber-
ry patch, while the team- at Cal-
tech has plans for a Fabry-Perot
cavity to be located at a desert
site, Weiss said.

Determining the direction of a
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Join The Tech.

CAMBRIDGEPORT

Open house Sun., 10/5, 12:00-
4:00. 20A Jay St. 2 bed, 1 /2
bath townhouse. W/w, cab.
kitchen d/d, garage under with
e/eye, privately fenced brick patio,
washer and dryer included.
Owner relocating, must sell. All
offers considered. High 150's.
267-0600. Century 21, Wilson,
Ross + Co.

gravity wave's origin will require
four antennae for precise mea-
surements, Weiss said. Also, ab-
solute determination of gravita-
tional radiation will necessitate
several antennae to eliminate any

-remaining external influences. To
this end, the aforementioned re-
search teams from around the
world are concentrating efforts
on similar gravity wave detectors

r-- E

to function as integral parts of
LIGO, he said.

Frank Shutz, LIGO Project
Manager, described LIGO as
"very significant," saying that,
after gravity' wave detection is
confirmed, further scientific ex-
perimentation should, in all
probability, lead to "unexpected
results," thus deepening our un-
derstatiding of the universe.
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a/ LET'S WORK TOGETHER TO PROTECT
THE UNBORN AND THE

NEWBORN

We're out to prove you can ,
trave first class and still savew mne

Affordable Luxury

Style and Pleasure

Low Weekend and Holiday
Specials

Choose From 2 Door - 4 Door
Station Wagons or Vans

- All Clean - All Late Models with
AM/FM Radios and Plenty of Extra

All Major Credit Cards Honored

For Out of Town Reservations
Phone Toll Free 800-FOR-CARS
(800-367-2277)

Sirfl

Newton
Newton Honda

371 Washington St., Newton - 332-3350
HarvardrSquare

1201 Mass. Ave., Cambridge 876-8900
Brookline

143 Harvard St. · 739-2244
Downtown Boston

Mid-Town Hotel
220 Huntington Ave. * 267-6633

Waterfront
Lewis Wharf

Is 28 Atlantic Avenue * 367-6777
Logan Airport

125 Bremen St., E. Boston * 569-6500

3 Other Convenieht Locations.
See the Yellow Pages for Addresses

and Phone Numbers.

Thrifty features quality products
of the Chrysler Corporation
like this Chrysler LeBaron GTS.

Mike Niles
Brent Williams '87 and Ken Fagin '87, both majoring in
aeronautics and astronautics, prepare to launch a
model rocket from Briggs Field.

W hat We Do: The Timken Company produces alloy steel for high-technology
industries, anti-friction tapered roller bearings for automotive and industrial manufacturers world-
wide, and percussion rock bits for drilling and mining. The world's industrial and natural resources
companies are our marketplace.

W ho We Need: ndergraduate and graduate degreed persons in virtually
all fields of engineering, science, and technology.

I- -- - - -, -

Why You Should Consider Us: A "Fortune 500"
manufacturer, .The Timken Comtpany has already made- the investments in our future that some
organizations are only beginning to consider. Those investments include half a billion dollars in
the most advanced alloy steelmaking facility in the world (it's located in our headquarters
community of Canton, Ohio). Our salaries and benefit programs are competitive; our people are
exceptional. You'll be on a fast track at The Timken Company. We wouldn't have it any other
way, and we suspect that you share our feelings.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:
MANWAGER-COLLEGE RELATIONS, THE TIMKEN COMPANY, CANTON, OHIO 44706
ON-CAMPUS RECRUITING: OCTOBER 15 & 16, 1986

-- .- ,- g , ..

THE TIMKEN COMPANY'

An Equal Opportunity Employee (M/F/HN)
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Volleyball defeats Brandeis
By Jerome Braunstein

The women's volleyball, team
beat Brandeis University Tuesday
three games to one by scores of
15-11, 15-6, 12-15, and 15-12.
This gave the Engineers an out-
standing record of nine wins and
only one loss.

The MIT team showed they
were. there to play right from the
start, scoring the first three
points in the game. Brandeis
came back, finally tying the score

at 11-11. The Engineers took
great- advantage of their superior
height, using their blocking and
spiking"to take the game 15-11.

Brandeis scored the first three
,points of the second game. But
the passing and setting of the
MIT players led the Engineers to
a 13-3 lead. Brandeis held -on for
a while, but finally succumbed,
losing 15-6.
MIT had the lead most of the

third game. But fatigue became

evident as the Judges gained tire
lead, 11-10. The Engineers were
unable to stop Brandeis from
winning 15-12.

Brandeis led most of the
fourth game, but the Engineers
mustered up enough strength to
win the game 15-12, and the
match 3-1.

Captain Chin predicts better
playing by the Engineers in their
game tomorrow. They are hosting
Smith College at 1 pm.

Sprys is Academic All-American
Swimmer named

Academic AI-sAmerican
Linda M. Sprys '88 has been

named to the Division III Aca-
demic All-Anlerican first team.
Sprys won the New England
Championship in the 200 meter
butterfly, and competed in the
1986 NCAA Swimming and Div-
ing Championships.

Field hockey star
sets scoring record

Martha Beverage '87 became
the leading goal scorer in MIT
field hockey history when she
connected twice in a match
against Babson College. Bever-
age's 34th- and 35th career goals
put her past Julia Neuringer '81
on the all-time list.

Court star to become
basketball coach

Craig Poole '86, the ninth
highest scorer in MIT men's bas-
ketball history, will be joining
first-year head coach Leo -Os-:
good, Jr. as an assistant coach.
MIT opens its 1986-87 season
hosting the David Koch Co-ed
Basketball Classic Nov. 21.

Volleyball takes second
in Salem tourney

The women's basketball team
captured second place in the Sa-
lem State College Invitational-
last weekend. MIT defeated Sa-.
lem State, Fitchburg State, East-
ern Nazarene, Roger Williams,
the University of Vermont, and
Southeastern Massachusetts Uni-
versity before losing in the finals
to Eastern Connecticut State.

Running back named
co-player of the week
Christopher J. Adams '87 was

named co-Offensive Player of the
Week in the New England Colle-
giate Football Conference. Ad-
ams ran for 133 yards on 23 car-
ries, in his second consecutive
100-yard game.

Join the

Sporting life!

The Tech
-Sports'

' I

Harvard-Epworth
United Methodist Church

1555 Massachusetts Ave.
(opposite Cambridge Common)

Sunday Worship: 9 and 11 am

Undergrad Ecumenical Forum
Supper ($2) and discussion, 5:30 pm

October 5

Dean Guy Martin
"John Updike

The Writer as Theologian"
Discussing "The Christian Roommates"

Ewverhin else
is jugt a lig-ht 

Tom Coppetto

Teri Lowenstein '89 attempts a spike during yester-
day's women's volleyball game vs. Mt. Holyoke. MIT
won the match in 4 games 12-15, 15-2, 15-4. MIT
also defeated Eastern Nazerene the same night, 15-7,
15-7. MIT's record now 11-1 .
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sports_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
Field hockey conquers Curry

By Marcia Smith
The women's field hockey beat

Curry College by a 'score of 8-0
yesterday. MIT dominated
throughout; the inexperienced
Curry team never got out of the
starting gates.

Kirsten Domingo '90 started
off the game with a goal only a
minute into the game. MIT kept
the pressure on the 'Curry de-
fense, leading to another goal
three minufes later. Cathi Cheru-
bino '88 brought the ball close to
the goal, passed to Ann Ferriter
'87 who shot the ball past Curry's
goalie Diane Gilman from three
yards away.

MIT continued to play well,
taking many shots. Ten minutes
later, Captain Martha Beverage

'87 faked out two defensemen,
and took a shot from the left side
to bring MIT's third goal.

At this point, coach Louise
Jandura took advantage of the
lead to give her. substitutes play-
ing time. Play was little shaky at
first, but Julianne Zimmerman
'88 camrn through with a close-
range goal.

Two minutes later Nikki Cian-
ciaruio '90 got her first of three
goals. MIT kept the offense
strong, but retired the half with a
5-0 score.

MIT play was a bit- sloppier in
the second half. They made quite
a few wild shots, leading to more
than the normal number of free
shots. Six minutes into the half,
Cianciarulo got her second goat.

MIT went back to a slow-paced

" .. .. ,.A ..

game, giving Curry a chance to
take charge of the ball more of-
ten, but the team could never get
a shot on goal.

Jandura then decided to let her
players try different positions.
For example, she moved forwards
Domingo and Cheruibino to link
and back, respectively.

After 18 minutes of play, Fer-
riter got the ball from a cross
and took it straight to goal, for
her second score. Seven minutes
later, Cianciarulo made the third
goal of her hat-trick.

In the last few minutes, MIT
came close to getting more goals,
but couldn't get the ball in the
net. Other players who had
strong games were Joanie Fand
'89 and Stacy Mann '88.

Women's field hockey's next
home game is Nov. 8 against
Stonehill.

Martha Beverage
team, passes the
8-0 rout of Curry

Mark Virtue
'87, captain of the women's field hockey
ball to her teammates during yesterday's
College.

Men's soccer team upsets Brandeis

Kristen Domingo
day's game.

Mark Virtue
'90 takes a shot on goal during yester-

By Marcia Smith
In the finest performance this

season for the'-MIT men's soccer
team, the .Engineers upset ninth-
ranked Brandeis 2-1.last Tuesday
at Briggs Field. -The team im-
proved their record to 1-5.

The play was very competitive
the first half, with action around
both goals. The MIT defense of
Matthew Solomon '87, James
Goldstein '89, Robert Boye '88,
and Robert Lohr '88 prevented
Brandeis from taking many
shots.

But after 15 minutes Brandeis'
Don Bulka made a-toe shot over
goalie Michael Schoen '87 to get
the Judges' lone goal.

"The score was 'only one to
nothing .at. halftime, so. I figured
we had a very good shot at the
game," said coach' Walter Alessi. -
"We held back a team who usual-
ly wins by eight or nine goals
when they get rolling."

In.-the second half, 'MIT took.

more initiative. Bashar Zeitoon
'87 scored the first goal for MIT,
with 'co-captain Thomas Hof-
fman '87 assisting. The goal was
a very, very slow shot, but the
goalie could hot- make the save.
Several spectators called it "half
a goal."

MIT kept the pressure on the
goal, but the Brandeis defense
held.strong for 20 minutes.

With only minutes remaining,
Hoffman passed,.the ball up to
Edward Savard ?87 who faked
out one defenseman, challenged
the goalie, and made a shot past
his left side for the winning goal.

After the ,second MIT goal,
Brandeis began to get desperate,
taking ll-advised shots on goal.
The team stopped passing;- this
left them little hope of scoring
again.

"Our defensive line was great,"
commented Schoen, who only
had to make six saves for the
game. "Brandeis came from a

loss to Harvard, and expected to
walk over us. We were confident
because we knew that we can play
too. We kept control of the ball
and didn't allow them to intimi-
date us." The Engineers held Jeff
Steinberg - one of the nation's
leading players'--. scoreless.

The Engineers passed much
better this game than in previous
losses. In prior games, the of-
fense has had problems putting
the 'ball into the net.

The team's next game is home
on Saturday at 10 am against
Suffolk.

a94olsbt I Hf"k

MIT 2, Brandeis I
Brandeis (6-3) ......... 1
MIT (1-5) ............... 0

0 - 1
2 - 2

Scoring: Brandeis, Dov Bulka (Jeff Steinberg)
34:57; MIT, Baschar Zitton (Tom Hoffman)
63:36; Ed Savard (Hoffman) 85:01.
Saves: MIT, Mike Schoen 6; Brandeis, Mike
Alamilla 3.
Shots on goal: MIT 7; Brandeis 17.
Corer. kicks: MIT 2;, Brandeis 7.

Presenting Classic Computer's
Special'Deal On

Completely:Turn-key, Packaged Computer Systems

Get more computer...
Brand-new PCXT computer system
Desk-top model
256K RAM and 360K floppy capacity
Keytronics-style keyboard
8 expansion slots
Monitor with cable
135-Watt power supply
Video and serial cards

Plus
FREE Power surge protector
FREE 10-DSDD diskettes with sleeves,
labels and write-protect-tabs

With more FREE programs...
MSIPC DOS 2.1 or comparable software
Woid-processing program
Communications software
Spreadsheet software
Database file-management software
Printer software
Spooler and Ramdisk programs
And 10 iin-filled computer games
,including Packman, Blackjack.
Racecars. Trivia and lots more!

For less than you'd
ever imagine! 

s<:P, z ~ ~ Bq1>;hili'~l~c~~'Shipping,

hEl~dllg
anci taxes

}bu can't beat this value anywhere
Need added peripherals for your system?
Just add:
$120 for a 2nd Disk Diive

.$199 for a 384K Multi-Function Card
$215for a 1200-baud.Internal Modem
$235 for an Epson LX-80 Printer
$360 for a Color Mofiltor
$550 for a 10-Megabyte Hard-Disk
with Controller Card

ImMA! I -2- __ I - 1 - .6
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And the new PC/XT is.
IBM-compatible!

c 1985 NYCCI 1)/B/A CLASSIC C(OMPUTER.

The PC/XT comes witch a 2 year warranty. Limited quantities available.
Call today for immediate delivery!

Classic Computer
A comparison shopper is our best client.

617-662-3340
I
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